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ANESTHESIA

CORE TOPICS IN CARDIOTHORACIC
CRITICAL CARE
Second edition

Edited by Kamen Valchanov, Nicola Jones
Papworth Hospital, Cambridge

and Charles W. Hogue
Northwestern University, Illinois

July 2018
246 x 189 mm 410pp
49 b/w illus. 72 colour illus.
978-1-107-13163-7 Hardback
£71.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• The new edition reflects the
evolution in cardiothoracic
intensive care, ensuring that
readers are brought up to date on
the subject
• Has an improved structure
following the Faculty of Intensive
Care Medicine (FICM) curriculum,
which reflects the modernized
learning styles for trainees
• Contains expanded chapters
on extracorporeal membrane
oxygenation (ECMO), which is
specific to cardiothoracic intensive
care, and includes learning
material for all readers on the
subject

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org

Most patients with critical cardiac or thoracic conditions will at some stage
pass through the cardiothoracic critical care unit. Critical care presents more
complex clinical data than any other area of medicine. The new edition of
Core Topics in Cardiothoracic Critical Care focuses on the latest practise in
the management of patients in cardiothoracic intensive care. The practice
of cardiothoracic critical care medicine is constantly evolving, and this new
edition reflects the modernized learning styles for trainees. Each chapter
includes key learning points as well as sample multiple choice questions and
answers to assist in exam preparation. This edition also features updated
chapters on ECMO, perioperative management of patients undergoing
emergency cardiothoracic surgery, and advanced modes of organ support for
patients. This text provides key knowledge in a concise and accessible manner
for trainees, clinicians and consultants from specialities and disciplines such
as cardiology and anaesthesia, and nursing and physiotherapy.

CONTENTS
Part I. Diagnosis: 1. History and physical examination; 2. Electrocardiography; 3. Echocardiography;
4. Coronary angiography; 5. Bronchoscopy; 6. Microbiology testing; 7. Radiology for cardiothoracic
intensivists; Part II. Practical Procedures: 8. Airway management (intubation and tracheostomy); 9. Chest
drainage; 10. Cardiac pacing and defibrillation; 11. Arterial and venous catheterisation and invasive
monitoring; Part III. Therapeutic Intervention: 12. Antibiotics and infections; 13. Blood products and
transfusion; 14. Fluid administration; 15. Inotropes and vasopressors; 16. Sedation and analgesia; 17.
Mechanical ventilation (include oscillators, non-invasive ventilation, and differential ventilation); 18.
Renal replacement therapy; 19. Nutrition; 20. Physiotherapy and rehabilitation; Part IV. Advanced Organ
Support: 21. Heart failure support: intra-aortic balloon pump; 22. Ventricular assist devices; 23. Cardiac
ECMO; 24. Respiratory ECMO; Part V. Acute Disorders: 25A. Cardiac arrest in cardiothoracic intensive
care; 25B. Cardiac arrest in out-of-hospital patients; 26. Airway emergencies; 27. Chest pain as a
symptom; 28. Dyspnoea and acute respiratory failure; 29. Shock; 30. Systemic hypertension; 31. Pulmonary
hypertension; 32. The infected patient; 33. Seizures; 34. Acute abdomen in cardiac ICU; 35. Cardiothoracic
trauma; 36. The bleeding cardiac surgery patient; Part VI. Perioperative Care: The Patient Post Cardiac
Surgery: 37. Coronary artery bypass grafting patients in ICU; 38. Post heart valve surgical patients in ICU;
39. Post-pulmonary endarterectomy patients in ICU; 40. Heart transplantation; 41. Lung transplantation;
42. Aortic surgical patients in ICU; 43. Thoracic surgical patients; Part VII. Disease Management in CTICU:
Incidence, Etiology, Diagnosis, Prognosis, Treatment: 44. Respiratory disorders: ARDS; 45. Cardiovascular
disorders: the heart failure patient in ICU; 46. Neurological disorders in cardiothoracic ICU; 47. Psychiatric
disorders and acute confusional state in cardiothoracic ICU; 48. Haematological disorders in cardiothoracic
ICU; 49. Pregnancy and cardiovascular disease; 50. Paediatric cardiothoracic ICU; 51. Grown-upcongenital-heart disease patients in ICU; 52. Difficult to wean from mechanical ventilation patients in
ICU; Part VIII. Provision and Delivery of Cardiothoracic Intensive Care: 53. Nursing in cardiothoracic ICU
and outreach care; 54. Systems and processes in cardiothoracic ICU; 55. Clinical information systems; 56.
Medico-legal and ethical issues in cardiothoracic ICU; 57. Education in cardiothoracic ICU.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: specialist medical trainees, medical specialists/consultants
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ANESTHESIA

PRINCIPLES OF GERIATRIC
CRITICAL CARE
Edited by Shamsuddin Akhtar
Yale University School of Medicine, Connecticut

and Stanley Rosenbaum
Yale University School of Medicine, Connecticut

September 2018
234 x 156 mm 232pp
978-1-316-61389-4 Paperback
£32.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• The book has no direct
competition, making it a one of a
kind reference text for the market
• Responds to a timely need for a
specialised guide to the care of
the elderly
• Will educate clinicians in the
benefits of newer technologies
and management concepts to
advance the care of the elderly

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org

The proportion of the population of octogenarians and elderly patients
presenting for intensive care is rapidly increasing thus exacerbating the need
to modify our critical care management to cater for this patient group. This
book will provide practical guidance on all issues related to the critical care of
elderly patients, incorporating physiological and epidemiological information,
clinical guidance, ethical and end-of-life issues and advice about optimal use
of drugs and new technologies. Complications of polypharmacy, high-risk
surgery and increased recovery times are also discussed. Chapters are concise,
each including a list of key points and summary of available data, making this
a quick reference for experienced consultants, as well as a useful resource for
trainees preparing for exams.

CONTENTS
Preface; 1. Epidemiology of critical illness in the elderly; 2. Chronic critical illness in geriatric patients;
3. Principles of geriatric pharmacotherapy; 4. Respiratory critical care in the elderly; 5. Neurocognitive
dysfunction and geriatric neuro-critical care; 6. Geriatric cardiovascular critical care; 7. Nutritional and
metabolic derangements in critically ill elderly; 8. Electrolyte and renal disorders in the critically ill elderly; 9.
Trauma and musculoskeletal system dysfunction in the critically ill elderly population; 10. Immune response
and infections in the elderly; 11. Transfusion therapy and common haematological problems in critically ill
elderly patients; 12. Stress response to surgery in the elderly; 13. Perioperative care of geriatric patients
at risk of developing critical illness; 14. Ethical issues: withdrawing, withholding and futility; 14. Geriatric
critical care units: model for interdisciplinary approach; Index.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants, specialist medical trainees
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ANESTHESIA

CORE TOPICS IN ANAESTHESIA
AND PERI-OPERATIVE CARE OF THE
MORBIDLY OBESE SURGICAL PATIENT
Edited by Christopher Bouch
Leicester Royal Infirmary

and Jonathan Cousins
St Mary’s Hospital, London

September 2018
246 x 189 mm 292pp
5 b/w illus. 36 tables
978-1-107-16328-7 Hardback
£49.99

An essential read for healthcare providers across all disciplines, this book is a
comprehensive guide to the peri-operative management of the obese patient.
Providing practical guidance on specific aspects of physiology, pharmacology
and anaesthetic technique, it addresses the increasing prevalence of obese
patients in both elective and emergency settings and the need for a definitive
text on the perioperative care for these patients. With content mapped to the
Royal College of Anaesthetists learning matrices, the book covers key topics
such as:
• Epidemiology of obesity
• Pathophysiology of obesity
• Pre-operative assessment
• Intra-operative management
• Post-operative care
• Bariatric surgery.

CONTENTS

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Covers all aspects of care for
patients with obesity
• A text for healthcare providers
of all disciplines to increase
understanding of how to look
after these individuals safely
• Addresses the need for a definitive
book on the subject given the ever
increasing presentation of obese
patients in surgical settings

List of contributors; Preface; Abbreviations list; Part I. Background to Obesity, Epidemiology and
Anthropology: 1. The obesity problem and its relationship to healthcare; 2. Drivers of obesity, nutrition and
dietary considerations; 3. Body morphology and fat distribution; 4. Reports and guidelines; 5. Education
and training in peri-operative care; Part II. Pathophysiology of Obesity: 6. Cardiovascular pathophysiology;
7. Respiratory and airway pathophysiology; 8. Sleep disordered breathing; 9. Drug compartments and
body systems; 10. Diabetes mellitus and the metabolic syndrome; Part III. Preoperative Assessment and
Preparation: 11. Airway assessment in obesity; 12. Respiratory assessment in obesity; 13. Cardiovascular
assessment in obesity; 14. Sleep disordered breathing assessment and management; 15. Risk assessment
and stratification for obesity; 16. Peri-operative anaesthetic implications in the obese child; 17. Ward and
operating room equipment for the obese; Part IV. Intra-operative Management: 18. Patient and operating
room preparation for the obese; 19. Induction of general anaesthesia and positioning in obesity; 20.
The rapid sequence induction: myth and obesity; 21. Airway management in obesity; 22. Maintenance
of general anaesthesia in obesity; 23. Techniques of ventilation and pneumoperitoneum; 24. Analgesic
techniques; 25. Reversal and emergence from anaesthesia; 26. The morbidly obese parturient; 27. Day
case surgery for obese patients; 28. Emergency surgery and trauma in the obese; Part V. Post-operative
Care: 29. Post-operative recovery: location and potential complications; 30. Enhanced recovery for the
obese patient; 31. Thromboprophylaxis for the obese surgical patient; 32. Peri-operative care of the obese
diabetic patient; 33. Nutritional management of the obese surgical patient; 34. Critical care management
of the obese patient; Part VI. Bariatric Surgery: 35. Indications for bariatric surgery; 36. Surgical
procedures for weight loss; 37. Bariatric surgery complications; 38. Anaesthesia for bariatric surgery; 39.
Management of patients’ post-bariatric surgery; 40. Paediatric bariatric surgery and anaesthesia; Index.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org
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ANESTHESIA

MANAGING COMPLICATIONS IN
PAEDIATRIC ANAESTHESIA
Martin Jöhr
Luzerner Kantonsspital, Switzerland

July 2018
234 x 156 mm 266pp
7 b/w illus. 74 colour
illus. 7 tables
978-1-316-62910-9 Paperback
£57.99

Committed to providing safe anaesthetic care for paediatric patients, it is of
paramount importance for clinicians to learn from suboptimal situations in
order to continuously improve clinical performance. The first resource of its
kind, this text analyses a selection of fascinating case studies and evaluates
best practice in providing safe anaesthesia to children with recommendations
on how to avoid the most common clinical pitfalls. Featuring over seventy
chapters, topics include airway-related problems, vascular access, regional
anaesthesia, medication related problems and the management of patients
with pre-existing conditions. Each case study is supported by full colour
images, making this essential reading for consultants and trainees in
anaesthesia.

CONTENTS

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Recommendations provide the
reader with the knowledge they
can readily apply in their daily
clinical setting
• Each chapter is identical in
structure and format, making it an
easily digestible resource
• Written by a leading paediatric
anaesthetist with over forty years
of experience in the field

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org

Dedication; Acknowledgements; Abbreviations; 1. Introduction; 2. Concepts and strategy; 2.1. General
safety rules: identification of the patient and the type of surgery; 2.2. Adequate anaesthetic plan; 2.3.
Understanding the surgical procedure and the patient’s physiology; 2.4. Organization and fasting times;
2.5. Anticipating massive bleeding; 2.6. Maintaining body temperature; 2.7. Unexpected laboratory
results; 3. Airway related problems; 3.1. Breathing system; 3.2. Cannot intubate, cannot ventilate; 3.3.
Can intubate, cannot ventilate; 3.4. Laryngospasm; 3.5. Size of the endotracheal tube; 3.6. Insertion depth
of the endotracheal tube; 3.7. Laryngeal perforation; 3.8. Bronchial rupture; 3.9. Damage to teeth; 3.10.
Damage related to a supraglottic airway; 3.11. Regurgitation during use of supraglottic airway; 3.12.
Pneumothorax; 3.13. Pulmonary oedema e vacuo; 3.14. Pulmonary aspiration; 3.15. Bronchial foreign
body; 3.16. Pharyngeal foreign body; 3.17. Oesophageal foreign body; 3.18. Un-anticipated tracheal
stenosis; 3.19. Unknown pre-existing pathology; 3.20. Upper respiratory tract infection; 4. Vascular
access; 4.1. Impossible venous access; 4.2. Paravasation; 4.3. Paravenous injection; 4.4. Intraarterial
injection; 4.5. The 3-way stop cock phenomenon; 4.6. Vascular damage; 4.7. Malposition of the catheter
tip; 4.8. Anomalies of the venous system; 4.9. Air embolism; 4.10. Venous thrombosis; 4.11. Ischaemic
fingers; 5. Regional anaesthesia; 5.1. Wrong site block; 5.2. Inadequate technique; 5.3. Undesirable block
extension; 5.4. Local anaesthetic toxicity; 5.5. Methaemoglobinaemia; 5.6. Total spinal anaesthesia; 5.7.
Compartment syndrome; 5.8. Ischaemic extremity; 5.9. Needle damage; 5.10. Complications of caudal
anaesthesia; 6. Medication related problems; 6.1. Medication error; 6.2. Drug overdose; 6.3. Inadvertent
drug administration; 6.4. Drug administration during total intravenous anaesthesia; 6.5. Propofol
infusion syndrome; 6.6. Systemic effect of local treatment (e.g. eye drops); 6.7. Hyponatraemia; 6.8.
Hyperchloraemic acidosis; 6.9. Hyperkalaemia; 6.10. Prolonged paralysis; 6.11. Unexpected slow recovery;
6.12. Emergence delirium; 7. Pre-existing conditions; 7.1. Malignant hyperthermia; 7.2. Neuromuscular
disease; 7.3. Down syndrome; 7.4. Oncologic disease; 7.5. The diabetic child; 7.6. Behavioural disorders;
7.7. Anaphylaxis; 7.8. Sepsis; 7.9. Pregnancy; 8. Miscellaneous; 8.1. Damage caused by pressure; 8.2.
Damage related to positioning; 8.3. Iatrogenic burns; 8.4. Toxic skin necrosis; 8.5. Transfusion reaction.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants, specialist medical trainees
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ANESTHESIA

PRACTICAL OPERATING THEATRE
MANAGEMENT
Measuring and Improving Performance and Patient Experience

Edited by Jaideep Pandit
Oxford University Hospitals

November 2018
246 x 189 mm 186pp
92 b/w illus. 21 tables
978-1-316-64683-0 Paperback
£39.99

Distilling the ideas central to managing operating theatres, this book provides
a practical and easy to use toolkit to improve theatre efficiency and patient
outcomes. It advocates using time as the key measurement and proposes a
new norm of operating theatre management based on rational, data-driven
principles. Notions of ‘efficiency’ and ‘scheduling’ are clearly defined, and
a scheduling toolkit available to download accompanies the work. The
book’s easy to use format supports managers in list planning, performance
monitoring and demand-capacity matching while considering limited
budgets and resources. It includes contributions from around the world,
demonstrating the global application of its core approach. Aimed primarily
for operating theatre managers, this book will also interest consultants, senior
trainees, nurses and administrators who are involved in the daily running of
the operating theatre and/or want to develop their leadership/managerial
skills.

CONTENTS

WHY IT WILL SELL

Foreword; Preface; 1. Introduction and scope of book; 2. Defining ‘efficiency’; 3. Defining
‘productivity’; 4. Case scheduling; 5. Capacity planning; 6. Staffing and contracts; 7. Theatre
finances; 8. Pre-operative patient preparation; 9. Operating theatre management in New
Zealand; 10. Operating theatre management in Japan; 11. Operating theatre management
in two European countries; 12. Operating theatre management in Australia; 13. Operating
theatre management in the United States; 14. Clinical governance and safety in theatres; 15.
Summary and overview; Index.

• Offers a new perspective using ‘time’
as the relevant statistic, and provides a
rational, tactical and problem-solving
approach to case scheduling, monitoring
performance and demand-capacity
matching
• Provides balanced solutions to dilemmas
that arise from conflicting demands and
pressures, demonstrating how to easily
resolve conflicts to ensure patient safety,
improve patient outcomes and maximise
efficiency of resources

Additional Resources: http://www.cambridge.org/9781316646830
Time management calculator tool, CSA scheduler tool, efficiency calculator tool

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: specialist medical trainees, medical specialists/consultants

• Cost reduction in hospitals focuses
on operating theatres and this book
provides topical and easy to use toolkits
to plan lists, monitor performance and
determine needed capacity with minimal
effort or prior experience

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org
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ANESTHESIA

OPERATING ROOM LEADERSHIP
AND PERIOPERATIVE PRACTICE
MANAGEMENT
Second edition

Edited by Alan D. Kaye

and Charles J. Fox, III

Louisiana State University

Louisiana State University, Shreveport

Richard D. Urman
Harvard Medical School, Massachusetts

November 2018
246 x 189 mm 500pp
978-1-107-19736-7 Hardback
£71.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• This book supports and enables
efficient leadership of the OR, at
a time when hospital revenue is
highly dependent on perioperative
services and management
teams face pressure to increase
productivity
• Illustrated throughout with real-life
clinical cases, the book is laid out
in an easy and clinically relevant
format, with each chapter featuring
a series of subtopic questions and
answers to assist learning
• Chapters are written by foremost
leaders in the field of pain
management, many of which are
Pain Program Directors in the
United States

Effective leadership is critical to ensuring safety, efficiency and maximum
productivity in the operating room (OR). This practical, evidence-based book
unpicks the dynamics of a successful OR environment to underline the key
techniques for management of policies, systems, staff members and teams.
Fully updated to include recent clinical guidelines, the book provides the
‘A-Z’ of OR management, including sections on metrics, scheduling, human
resource management, leadership principles, economics, quality assurance,
recovery and ambulatory practice. New chapters include future healthcare
models, emergency preparedness and budgets amongst other topics. Written
by authors with unrivalled experience in the field, chapters are laid out in an
easy and clinically helpful format to assist learning, and real-life case studies
cover seventy-three different clinically relevant pain topics. This book is an
essential guide for anyone working in the OR including anaesthesiologists,
surgeons, nurses, and administrators.

CONTENTS
Part I. Leadership and Strategy: 1. Leadership principles; 2. The path to successful operating room
environment; 3. Strategic planning; 4. Decision making: the art and the science; 5. Implications of
emotional intelligence and collaboration for OR leadership and management; 6. Operating room culture
change; Part II. Economic Considerations, Efficiency, and Design: 7. Flow disruptions in surgery; 8.
Influence of operating room staffing and scheduling on operating room productivity; 9. Operations
management and financial performance; 10. Reengineering operating room function; 11. Operating
room design and construction: technical considerations; 12. Operating an ambulatory surgery center as a
successful business; 13. Influence of patient- and procedure-specific factors on OR efficiency and decision
making; 14. Operating room management in the perioperative surgical home and other future care
models; 15. Non-OR locations; 16. Efficiency and scheduling; 17. Operating room budgets: an overview;
Part III. Surgical and Anesthesia Practice Management: 18. Preoperative evaluation and management;
19. Identifying bottleneck constraints to improve the preoperative evaluation process; 20. Anesthesia
practice management; 21. Defining the anesthesia value proposition; 22. Anesthesia billing, coding and
compliance; 23. Postanesthetic care unit management: building a safe and efficient service; 24. Pain
practice management; 25. Office-based surgery practice; 26. The future of perioperative medicine; Part IV.
Nursing: 27. Operating room metrics; 28. Operating room staffing guidelines; 29. Resource management;
Part V. Safety, Standards, and Information Technology: 30. The joint commission, CMS, and other
standards; 31. Sedation: clinical and safety considerations; 32. Medical informatics in the perioperative
period; 33. Simulation as a tool to improve patient safety; 34. Education in operating room management;
35. Organizations dedicated to and current overview of enhanced recovery after surgery; 36. Checklist
utility in the perioperative care environment; 37. Anesthesiology disaster management and emergency
preparedness; 38. Novel technology for patient engagement.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org

Level: specialist medical trainees, medical specialists/consultants
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EMERGENCY MEDICINE

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT OF
INFECTIOUS DISEASES
Second edition

Edited by Rachel L. Chin
Bradley W. Frazee
and Zlatan Coralic
University of California, San Francisco

August 2018
276 x 219 mm 640pp
42 b/w illus. 125 colour
illus. 421 tables
978-1-107-15315-8 Hardback
£105.00
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Diagnosis and management of infectious
disease are among the most common and
challenging aspects of emergency practice.
Ranging from surgical treatment of a minor
skin abscess to recognition of a rare tropical disease in a returning traveler
to rapid resuscitation of a patient in septic shock, these problems will be
familiar to every practicing acute care provider. Written by both infectious
disease experts and practicing emergency physicians, this book is designed
specifically for the acute care provider. It covers the most important pathogens
and the most common clinical syndromes, organized by system and by special
patient populations. The book features a comprehensive narrative, as well
as high-yield tables covering key points on diagnosis and treatment. High
quality color photographs assist with visual diagnosis. This book provides an
invaluable resource for every practicing clinician who confronts the spectrum
of infectious disease in the acute care setting.

CONTENTS

WHY IT WILL SELL
• The fully revised second edition
provides updated information
on the organisms and antibiotics
of infectious diseases and the
associated treatments based on
resistance in endemic areas
• Highly illustrated in full color
throughout
• A comprehensive and easy to use
resource to help quickly recognize
and diagnose potentially life
threatening infectious diseases

1. Infective endocarditis; 2. Pericarditis and myocarditis; 3. Cardiac implantable electronic device infections;
4. Altered mental status in HIV-infected patients; 5. Botulism; 6. Fever and focal cerebral dysfunction; 7.
Infections affecting the spinal cord; 8. Meningitis; 9. Rabies; 10. Tetanus; 11. West Nile encephalitis virus;
12. Bacterial skin and soft-tissue infections; 13. Ectoparasites; 14. Fever and rash in adults; 15. Otitis
externa;; 16. Otitis media; 17. Sinusitis; 18. Supraglottitis (Epiglottis); 19. Parotitis; 20. Pharyngitis and
peritonsillar abscess; 21. Deep neck space infections; 22. Dental and odontogenic infections; 23. Infectious
biliary diseases: Cholecystitis and Cholangitis; 24. Viral hepatitis; 25. Peritonitis; 26. Acute infectious
diarrhea; 27. Diarrhea in HIV-infected patients; 28. Clostridium difficile infection; 29. Male genitourinary
infections; 30. Nonulcerative sexually transmitted diseases; 31. Ulcerative sexually transmitted diseases;
32. Vulvovaginitis; 33. Adult septic arthritis; 34. Diabetic foot infections; 35. Hand infections: fight bite,
purulent tenosynovitis, felon, and paronychia; 36. Open fractures; 37. Osteomyelitis; 38. Plantar puncture
wounds; 39. Prosthetic joint infections; 40. Spine infections; 41. Conjunctival and corneal infections; 42.
Periocular infections; 43. Infections of the uvea, vitreous, and retina; 44. Community-acquired pneumonia;
45. Human immunodeficiency virus-associated respiratory infections; 46. Influenza; 47. Tuberculosis;
48. Lower urinary tract infection in adults; 49. Pyelonephritis in adults; 50. Fever in the newborn; 51.
The febrile child; 52. Fever and rash in the pediatric population; 53. Pediatric orthopedic infections;
54. Pediatric respiratory infections; 55. Pediatric urinary tract infection; 56. Bites (dogs, cats, rodents,
lagomorphs); 57. Blood or body fluid exposure management and postexposure prophylaxis for Hepatitis B
and HIV; 58. Fever in pregnancy; 59. Postpartum and post-abortion infections; 60. Fever in the returning
traveller; 61. Infectious complications of injection drug use; 62. Infections in oncology patients; 63.
Postoperative infections; 64. The febrile post-transplant patient; 65. Sepsis; 66. Infections in sickle cell
disease; 67. Anthrax; 68. Plague; 69. Smallpox; 70. Tularemia; 71. Hantavirus; 72. Ebola virus disease;
73. Zika virus; 74. Zoonotic influenza (Novel Influenza A, including avian and swine influenza A virus
infections); 75. Methicillin-resistant staphylococcus aureus (MRSA); 76. Vancomycin resistant enterococcal
infections; 77. Extended spectrum beta lactamase; 78. Antimicrobial overview.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org

Level: medical specialists/consultants, specialist medical trainees
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EMERGENCY MEDICINE

CASE STUDIES IN NEUROLOGICAL
INFECTIONS OF ADULTS AND CHILDREN

October 2018
246 x 189 mm 342pp
11 b/w illus. 138 colour
illus. 32 tables
978-1-107-63491-6 Paperback
£39.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• The engaging case-based
approach takes the reader through
the diagnostic and therapeutic
pathway in a format which
reflects clinical practice
• Cases begin with no context or
category and then walk the reader
through the presentation of the
patient, the diagnostic workup, then targeted investigation
leading to the final diagnosis
• Many cases are supported by a
certified online post-case quiz,
allowing the reader to test
themselves

Edited by Tom Solomon

Alastair Miller

University of Liverpool

Royal Liverpool Hospital

Benedict D. Michael

and Rachel Kneen

University of Liverpool

Alder Hey Children’s Hospital, Liverpool

The global burden of neurological infectious diseases is huge. Sometimes the
diagnosis is straightforward. On other occasions it may be difficult, especially
because of the overlap with inflammatory neurological conditions. Delays or
missed diagnoses can have devastating consequences for patients. This book
brings together adult and pediatric clinical cases in neurological infection and
inflammation, including important conditions for both developed countries
and resource-poor settings. Clinical case studies are recognized as a useful
learning tool for clinicians at all stages in their careers. Each real case works
through the history, examination, and investigation findings to the diagnosis
and treatment pathway. This is followed by discussion of the key issues, with
the inclusion of historical or quirky facts. Many cases are supported online by
a certified post-case quiz, testing the reader’s clinical reasoning, integrative
thinking, and problem-solving.

CONTENTS
List of contributors; Preface; 1. Occam’s razor through the neuroaxis; 2. Between the head and the heart;
3. Thinking laterally; 4. No laughing matter; 5. Unusual cause for an expanding head circumference in a
neonate; 6. No hard feelings; 7. The masquerader; 8. An old enemy; 9. A Vietnamese child who is floppy
and falling; 10. Disseminated in time and space; 11. Double trouble; 12. Hiking into danger; 13. A runny
nose, running into trouble; 14. An undulating fever; 15. Headache and fever after a safari; 16. Sent home
with a pain in the ear; 17. Relapsing infection and a spelling bug; 18. Scratching the surface; 19. Cloudy
with a chance of cytokine storms; 20. Ter-wit-ter-woo!; 21. Same family, different genus, new problem?;
22. The great pretender; 23. Word salad; 24. A mildly unwell mother delivers a very unwell baby; 25. A
creeping weakness; 26. Preventable cause of peripheral neuropathy; 27. It’s in the genes; 28. Sutton’s law;
29. ‘No milk for me please’; 30. More than mononucleosis: a familial or reactive risk?; 31. Return of an old
foe; 32. The lethal masquerader; 33. Bitten in the Hampshires; 34. Is it all to do with his glands doctor?; 35.
A recurring pain in the neck; 36. A new case of history repeating itself?; 37. Feeling a little light-headed;
38. A rare cause of coma that could run in the family; 39. A travelling salesman, slowing down; 40. A
nasty, rare, and ironic unwanted effect; 41. A rash diagnosis; 42. Seizure in a seasoned traveller; 43. Stiff
and stuporous; 44. Just unlucky or is some detective work needed?; 45. A case of missing the point; 46.
Have I got a monster in my body?; 47. Not quite so reserved anymore; 48. Thought we had seen the last
of this?; 49. Sick as a swine; 50. A tic in the (voice) box; 51. A forgotten itch; 52. Brain on fire; 53. Fitting
and febrile – getting complicated; 54. A pain in the leg; 55. A wobbly toddler; 56. Popping problems; 57. A
bad headache and an awkward eye; 58. Drowsy with difficulty swallowing; 59. Two types of shaking; 60.
Diagnosing a headache: follow your gut feeling; 61. Floppy and falling when back home.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants
Series: Case Studies in Neurology
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EMERGENCY MEDICINE

CONCUSSION AND TRAUMATIC
ENCEPHALOPATHY
Causes, Diagnosis and Management

Edited by Jeff Victoroff
University of Southern California

and Erin D. Bigler
Brigham Young University, Utah

November 2018
276 x 219 mm 848pp
263 b/w illus.
978-1-107-07395-1 Hardback
£135.00

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Provides the first evidence-based
reconceptualization of concussion
in a century
• Comprehensively updates the
neurobiology, epidemiology,
pathophysiology, and
management of concussive brain
injury
• Clarifies the reasons for and risks
of late effects after one or more
concussive brain injuries
• Explores the underestimated
impact of concussion on human
society

Concussion and Traumatic Encephalopathy is a ground breaking text that
offers neurologists, neuropsychologists, psychologists, and physiatrists the
first comprehensive reconceptualization of concussive brain injury in 100
years. During the twentieth century, progress in understanding concussion
was hamstrung by resistance to the observation that many survivors suffer
long-term sequelae, and by the lack of advanced neuroimaging technologies.
As a result, the potentially immense impact of concussion on global health
was largely overlooked. The last decade has witnessed a dramatic renaissance
in concussion science. We are just beginning to fathom the implications for
society. Informed by twenty-first century advances, this new text updates
the definition, epidemiology, pathophysiology, late effects, and promising
therapies for concussion. Multiple experts have collaborated to summarize the
latest scientific evidence in an engaging way and provide the reader with the
first paradigm shifting textbook of this new era.

CONTENTS
Part I. What Is a Concussion?: 1. What is a concussive brain injury?; 2. Epidemiology of concussive brain
injury; 3. The pathophysiology of concussive brain injury; 4. What happens to concussed animals?; 5. What
happens to concussed humans?; 6. Neuroimaging biomarkers for the neuropsychological investigation
of concussive brain injury (CBI) outcome; Part II. Outcomes after Concussion: 7. Why outcomes vary;
8. Emotional disturbances following traumatic brain injury; 9. Concussion and the twenty-first century
renaissance of neuropsychology; 10. Persistent post-concussive psychiatric problems; 11. Late effects;
12. Functional neuroimaging markers of persistent post-concussive brain change; 13. Polypathology and
dementia after brain trauma. Does brain injury trigger distinct neurodegenerative diseases, or should
they be classified together as traumatic encephalopathy?; 14. Traumatic encephalopathy. Review and
provisional research diagnostic criteria; Part III. Diagnosis and Management of Concussion: 15. The
great CT debate; 16. Structural neuroimaging of persistent or progressive traumatic encephalopathy;
17. Biomarkers for concussion. The need and the prospects for the near future; 18. Pediatric concussion.
Understanding, assessment, and management, with special attention to sports-related brain injury; 19.
Contribution of objective tests to the diagnosis of sport-related concussion; 20. Deployment stress and
mild traumatic brain injury. Diagnostic challenges in polytrauma care; 21. How should one measure
‘outcome’ of concussion? An introduction to the common data elements for mild TBI and concussion;
22. Functional neuroimaging of concussion; 23. Civilian post-concussive headache; 24. Fatigue after
concussion. Epidemiology, causal factors, assessment, and management; 25. Sleep disorders after
concussive brain injury. Classification, diagnosis, and management; 26. Neuroendocrine dysfunction
following concussion. A missed opportunity for enhancing recovery?; 27. Evidence based rehabilitation in
mild traumatic brain injury. Results of a systematic review; 28. A modest plea.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants
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TRANSIENT ISCHEMIC ATTACK AND
STROKE
Diagnosis, Investigation, and Treatment
Second edition

Gary K. K. Lau
Sarah T. Pendlebury
and Peter M. Rothwell
University of Oxford

August 2018
234 x 156 mm 508pp
978-1-107-48535-8 Paperback
£59.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• A portable yet comprehensive
‘handbook’ that can be used as
a practical reference text during
everyday practice
• Covers recent research, clinical
trials, and clinical guidelines in TIA
and stroke medicine succinctly,
offering an evidence-based primer
on the subject
• Uniquely offers comprehensive
information on the epidemiology
and management on minor acute
cerebrovascular events

NEW TO THIS EDITION
• Fully updated throughou to reflect
the most recent research, clinical
trials, and clinical guidelines in a
succinct way

The second edition of Transient Ischemic Attack and Stroke covers the clinical
background and management of the full clinical spectrum of cerebrovascular
disease, from TIA to vascular dementia, in a compact, but evidence-based
format making a comprehensive primer in stroke medicine. Accurate diagnosis
and appropriate investigation and management have a major impact on
patient outcomes in cerebrovascular disease, such as the effect of urgent
antithrombotic treatment on early recurrent stroke after TIA and minor stroke,
the effect of interventions such as thrombectomy and hemicraniectomy in
major acute stroke, and the effect of stroke units and organised stroke care.
Written by a leading team of clinicians and researchers in the field, this book
will be essential to neurologists, geriatricians, stroke physicians, allied health
workers and all others with an interest in stroke.

CONTENTS
Preface; Part I. Epidemiology, Risk Factors, Pathophysiology and Causes of Transient Ischemic Attacks
and Stroke: 1. Epidemiology; 2. Risk factors; 3. Genetics; 4. Anatomy and physiology; 5. Pathophysiology
of acute cerebral ischemia; 6. Causes of transient ischemic attack and ischemic stroke; 7. Causes of
spontaneous intracranial hemorrhage; Part II. Clinical Features, Diagnosis and Investigation: 8. Clinical
features and differential diagnosis of a transient ischemic attack; 9. The clinical features and differential
diagnosis of acute stroke; 10. Brain imaging in transient ischemic attack and minor stroke; 11. Brain
imaging in major acute stroke; 12. Vascular imaging in transient ischemic attack and stroke; 13. Nonradiological investigations for transient ischemic attack and stroke; Part III. Prognosis of Transient Ischemic
Attack and Stroke: 14. Methods of determining prognosis; 15. Short-term prognosis after transient
ischemic attack and minor stroke; 16. Short-term prognosis after major stroke; 17. Long-term prognosis
after transient ischemic attack and stroke; Part IV. Treatment of Transient Ischemic Attack and Stroke: 18.
Methods of assessing treatments; 19. Acute treatment of transient ischemic attack and minor stroke; 20.
Acute treatment of major stroke: general principles; 21. Specific treatments for major acute ischemic stroke;
22. Specific treatment of acute intracerebral hemorrhage; 23. Recovery and rehabilitation after stroke; Part
V. Secondary Prevention: 24. Medical therapies; 25. Carotid endarterectomy; 26. Carotid stenting and other
interventions; 27. Selection of patients for carotid intervention; 28. Intervention for asymptomatic carotid
stenosis; Part VI. Miscellaneous Disorders: 29. Cerebral venous thrombosis; 30. Spontaneous subarachnoid
hemorrhage; 31. Vascular cognitive impairment: epidemiology, definitions, stroke-associated dementia and
delirium; 32. Vascular cognitive impairment: investigation and treatment.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants
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EMERGENCY MEDICINE

QUEEN SQUARE
A History of the National Hospital and its Institute of Neurology

Simon Shorvon

and Alastair Compston

Institute of Neurology, University College
London

University of Cambridge

With contributions by Andrew Lees
Institute of Neurology, University College London

Michael J. Clark

and Martin Rossor

King’s College London

October 2018
246 x 189 mm 550pp
126 b/w illus.
978-1-107-10082-4 Hardback
£59.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• This book is a detailed reference
work which interprets history from
a number of medical and societal
perspectives
• Provides a significant contribution
to the modern history of neurology
and related disciplines in Britain
and to the British hospital system
• Contains more than 120 historical
images and much previously
unpublished material from the rich
hospital archive and other archival
sources

Institute of Neurology, University College
London
As the first neurological hospital in the world, founded in 1859, the National
Hospital, Queen Square, and its affiliated Institute of Neurology remain leading
neurological centres providing exceptional clinical services, teaching and
research. Illustrated by over 100 historical images and much unpublished
archival material, this book provides a comprehensive history of the National
Hospital, the Institute, and their staff. It relates the ups and downs of the
Hospital and Institute in war and peacetime, their financial struggles,
many personality conflicts, efforts to remain independent and to maintain
neurological dominance, academic and clinical contributions, issues relating
to specialisation and subspecialisation and relations between disciplines,
and the changing roles of the Hospital and Institute. The history is told from
varying perspectives against the backdrop of the evolution of British clinical
neuroscience, the special position of London medicine, and the influence of
world wars, and is set in the context of modern British social history.

CONTENTS
Preface; 1. Foundation and making of the National Hospital; 2. Queen Square, the salmon pink and other
hospital buildings; 3. Queen Square and Neurology 1860–1902; 4. National Hospital quadrumvirate; 5.
Roller-coaster ride and the National Hospital rubs along: 1902–45; 6. Five dominant National Hospital
physicians; 7. NYS arrives and the hospital celebrates its centenary: 1946–65; 8. Beyond the walls: British
neurology outside Queen Square; 9. Neurosurgery and war neurology at Queen Square; 10. Other clinical
specialties at Queen Square; 11. Neuropathology, neuroradiology and neurophysiology at Queen Square;
12. The Medical School and Institute of Neurology; 13. The rise of academic neurology at Queen Square:
1962–97; 14. Change and integration: 1962–97; Appendix 1. Medical and surgical appointees to the
National Hospital and/or Institute of Neurology; Appendix 2. Senior administrative appointees at the
National Hospital and/or Institute of Neurology; Appendix 3. Physicians – National Hospital Queen Square
1860–1997.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants

• Includes biographical detail and
analyses of a series of key figures at
the hospital and Institute, alongside
shorter biographies of all the
medical and surgical staff members
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EMERGENCY MEDICINE
December 2018
246 x 189 mm 272pp
11 b/w illus. 64 colour illus.
978-1-107-10835-6 Hardback
£125.00

IMAGING BIOMARKERS IN EPILEPSY
Edited by Andrea Bernasconi
McGill University, Montréal

Neda Bernasconi
McGill University, Montréal

and Matthias Koepp
University College London
Epilepsy is a prevalent and serious neurological disorder. This vital textbook
addresses the role of neuroimaging as a unique tool to provide in vivo
biomarkers aimed at further our understanding of causes and consequences
of epilepsy in a day-to-day clinical context. Unique in its approach, this
translational book presents a critical appraisal of advanced pre-clinical
biomarkers that allows capturing epileptogenesis at molecular, cellular, and
neuronal system levels. The book is divided into four sections. Part I includes a
series of chapters focused on imaging of early disease stages. Part II discusses
lesion detection and network analysis methods. Part III focuses on imaging
methods used to predict response to antiepileptic drugs and surgery. Finally,
Part IV presents imaging techniques used to evaluate disease consequences.

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Emphasis on clinical relevance
and applications throughout, with
a dedicated final section in each
chapter
• Has a wide-ranging focus
including neuroimaging in
paediatric and adults patients, and
epilepsy surgery, relevant to all
practitioners
• Provides a real-life context,
addressing practical applications
on the causes and consequences
of epilepsy at molecular, cellular,
and neuronal system levels

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org

CONTENTS
Preface; Dedication; 1. Imaging biomarkers for febrile status epilepticus and other forms of convulsive
status epilepticus; 2. Experimental MRI approaches to study post-traumatic epilepsy; 3. Imaging biomarkers
of acquired epilepsies; 4. Imaging and cognition in children with new onset epilepsies; 5. Imaging genetics
for benign mesial temporal lobe epilepsy; 6. Computational neuroimaging of epilepsy; 7. Imaging white
matter pathology in epilepsy; 8. Epilepsy network remodelling in epileptic disorders through neuroimaging;
9. Mapping metabolism and inflammation in epilepsy; 10. Inter-ictal and ictal brain network changes in
focal epilepsy; 11. Ictal events imaged through SPECT; 12. Imaging thalamo-cortical circuitry in generalised
epilepsies; 13. Prevention of epileptogenesis in animal models; 14. Imaging of mechanisms of drug
resistance in experimental models of epilepsy; 15. Biomarkers of drug-response and pharmaco-resistance;
16. Predicting the outcome of surgical interventions for epilepsy using imaging biomarkers; 17. Imaging
neural excitability and networks in genetic absence epilepsy models; 18. Network excitability and cognition
in the developing brain; 19. Imaging co-morbidities in epilepsy: depression; 20. Tracking epilepsy disease
progression with neuroimaging; 21. Imaging biomarkers to study cognition in epilepsy; Index.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants
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UNCOMMON CAUSES OF STROKE
Third edition

Edited by Louis R. Caplan
Beth Israel-Deaconess Medical Center, Boston

and José Biller
Loyola University Stritch School of Medicine, Chicago

July 2018
276 x 219 mm 644pp
978-1-107-14744-7 Hardback
£150.00

Now in its third edition, this essential and detailed guide provides wideranging support for those diagnosing, treating and assessing complex types of
cerebrovascular diseases, in a high pressure, time-constrained environment.
Authored by leading clinicians in the field of neurology, and supported by
advanced in brain-mapping technologies, this cutting-edge manual provides
physicians, neurologists and emergency practitioners at all levels with a vital
commentary on those relatively uncommon types of cerebrovascular disease
that can lead to patients suffering a stroke. This new edition offers chapterby-chapter imaging findings, evaluation and management advice, alongside
insights into new topics such as CARASIL, sickle cell disease, radiation-induced
cerebrovascular disease and blue rubber bleb syndrome. Updated and thorough,
the guide provides a clear presentation on the nature, diagnosis, and treatment
of everyday symptoms, through to more specialised cases. Building upon
existing experience, practitioners can confidently assess patient needs, and
correctly diagnose symptoms first time.

CONTENTS

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Includes up-to-date and niche
research into complex causes of
stroke
• The most extensive and wideranging volume available on the
topic
• Authored by clinicians who
have first-hand experience in
diagnosing and assessing rare
causes of stroke
• A ready source of information

NEW TO THIS EDITION
• Includes seventy-seven new or
updated causes of stroke

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org

Part I. Infectious Conditions: 1. Neurosyphilis and stroke; 2. Vasculitis and stroke due to tuberculosis; 3. Stroke due to
fungal infections; 4. Stroke and vasculitis in patients with cysticercosis; 5. Stroke in patients with bacterial meningitis with
a focus on pneumococcus and Lyme disease; 6. Cerebrovascular and neurologic complications of Kawasaki disease; 7.
Cerebrovascular problems in Chagas’ disease; 8. Stroke in persons infected with HIV; 9. Infective endocarditis; 10. Varicella
zoster and other virus-related cerebral vasculopathy; Part II. Inflammatory Conditions: 11. Primary angiitis of the CNS;
12. Temporal arteritis; 13. Takayasu disease; 14. Behcet’s disease; 15. Stroke and neurosarcoidosis; Part III. Hereditary
and Genetic Conditions and Malformations: 16. Pulmonary arteriovenous malformations; 17. Hereditary hemorrhagic
telangiectasia (OWR disease); 18. CADASIL; 19. CARASIL; 20. Sickle-cell disease and other hemoglobinopathies; 21.
Cerebrovascular complications of Fabry’s disease; 22. Marfan syndrome; 23. Pseudoxanthoma elasticum; 24. Ehlers–Danlos
syndrome; 25. Progeria; 26. MELAS and other mitochondrial disorders; 27. Sturge–Weber syndrome; 28. Von Hippel–
Lindau disease; 29. Familial aneurysms; 30. Cerebral cavernous malformations and developmental venous anomalies; 31.
Cerebrovascular manifestations of the neurofibromatosis; 32. Menkes’ disease; 33. Wyburn-Mason syndrome; 34. Divry–
van Bogaert disease; 35. Blue rubber bleb syndrome; Part IV. Vascular Conditions of the Eyes, Ear and Brain: 36. Eales
retinopathy; 37. Acute posterior multifocal placoid pigment epitheliopathy; 38. Microangiopathy of the retina, inner ear and
brain: Susac’s syndrome; 39. Hereditary endotheliopathy with retinopathy, nephropathy and stroke; 40. Cogan’s syndrome;
Part V. Disorders Involving Abnormal Coagulation: 41. Antiphospholipid syndrome; 42. Disseminated intravascular disease;
43. Bleeding disorders; 44. Thrombophilia; 45. Thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura; 46. Cerebrovascular complications
of Henoch–Schonlein purpura; Part VI. Systemic Disorders that Also Involve the Cerebrovascular System: 47. Microscopic
polyangiitis and polyarteritis nodosa; 48. Churg-Strauss syndrome; 49. Systemic lupus erythematosus and cerebrovascular
disease; 50. Rheumatoid arthritis and cerebrovascular disease; 51. Hyperviscosity and stroke; 52. Calcium, hypercalcemia,
magnesium and brain ischemia; 53. Stroke and substance abuse; 54. Cancer and paraneoplastic stroke; 55. Degos’ disease
(malignant atrophic papulosis); 56. Stroke in patients who have inflammatory bowel diseases; 57. Sweet syndrome; 58.
Nephrotic syndrome and other renal diseases and stroke; 59. Epidermal nevus syndrome; 60. Sneddon’s syndrome; 61. Bone
disorders and cerebrovascular diseases; 62. Scleroderma; 63. Hypereosonophilic syndrome; 64. Radiation-induced vascular
disease; 65. Lymphomatoid granulomatosis; Part VII. Non-Inflammatory Disorders of the Arterial Wall: 66. Cervico-cephalic
arterial dissections; 67. Cerebral amyloid angiopathies; 68. Moyamoya disease and syndrome; 69. Dilatative arteriopathy
(Dolichoectasia); 70. Paradoxical embolism and stroke; 71. Fibromuscular dysplasia; 72. Aortic dissection; Part VIII. Venous
Occlusive Conditions: 73. Cerebral venous sinus occlusions; Part IX. Vasospastic Conditions and other Miscellaneous
Vasculopathies: 74. Reversible cerebral vasoconstriction syndromes; 75. Eclampsia and stroke during pregnancy and the
puerperium; 76. Migraine and migraine-like conditions; 77. Intravascular lymphoma.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
15

Level: medical specialists/consultants

EMERGENCY MEDICINE

NEUROREHABILITATION THERAPY AND
THERAPEUTICS
Edited by Krishnan Padmakumari Sivaraman Nair
Royal Hallamshire Hospital, Sheffield

October 2018
246 x 189 mm 258pp
15 b/w illus. 8 colour
illus. 33 tables
978-1-107-18469-5 Hardback
£49.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Presents a holistic, practical,
multi-disciplinary approach,
from leading global experts in
neurology, health services and
clinical rehabilitation
• Provides a quick-reference for
busy practitioners, whether during
ward rounds or within out-patient
clinics
• Combines pharmacological,
physical, cognitive and
psychological strategies in
supporting individuals living with
long-term neurological disorders

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org

Marlís González-Fernández

and Jalesh N. Panicker

Johns Hopkins University Hospital, Maryland

National Hospital for Neurology and
Neurosurgery, London

Cognitive impairment, dysphagia, communication issues, pain, spasticity,
bladder dysfunction, sexual dysfunction and bowel incontinence are but
a few problems frequently reported by individuals living with long-term
neurological conditions. The management of long-term neurological
conditions requires co-ordinated inputs from multiple disciplines, and this
practical handbook facilitates this by combining physical, cognitive and
psychological strategies to patient management. Featuring contributions from
leading experts in neurology, health services and clinical rehabilitation, this
book is a comprehensive overview of common neurological impairments and
solutions. It adopts an evidence-based approach to both pharmacological
and non-pharmacological options for alleviating neurological symptoms. An
easy-to-refer to guide, bridging multiple disciplines, aided by current research,
to provide effective, and practical management for all aspects and issues
arising in the rehabilitation phases of the neurological patient. This unique
pocketbook is intended for practitioners at all levels, and is ideally suited as a
quick guide during ward rounds, out-patient clinics and therapy sessions.

CONTENTS
Dedication; List of contributors; 1. An introduction to neurological rehabilitation; 2. Management
of disorders of cognition in neurorehabilitation; 3. Management of mood and behaviour in
neurorehabilitation; 4. Management of disorders of consciousness in neurorehabilitation; 5. Management
of communication disorders in neurorehabilitation; 6. Management of disorders of eating, drinking
and swallowing in neurorehabilitation; 7. Management of salivary disorders in neurorehabilitation; 8.
Management of upper limb impairment in neurorehabilitation; 9. Management of vestibular disorders
in neurorehabilitation; 10. Management of walking disorders in neurorehabilitation; 11. Management
of spasticity in neurorehabilitation; 12. Neurorehabilitation in Parkinson’s disease and Parkinsonism; 13.
Neuropathic pain; 14. Management of phantom limb in neurorehabilitation; 15. Management of neuroophthalmologic disorders in neurorehabilitation; 16. Management of pressure ulcers in neurorehabilitation;
17. Management of disorders of blood pressure and control in neurorehabilitation; 18. Management
of neurogenic lower urinary tract dysfunction; 19. Management of neurogenic bowel dysfunction; 20.
Management of neurogenic sexual dysfunction; Index.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants
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CLINICAL NEUROENDOCRINOLOGY
An Introduction

Michael Wilkinson
and Ali Imran
Dalhousie University, Nova Scotia

December 2018
246 x 189 mm 320pp
978-1-316-64519-2 Paperback
c. £59.99

This innovative, introductory text is authored by key subject leaders in clinical
neuroendocrinology with decades of research and teaching experience.
Addressing the need for a concise description of human neuroendocrine
systems, this important review of various significant basic science advances
is relevant to all levels of experience. An indispensable resource for a variety
of learners, this book will also enable biomedical science graduate students,
to extend their knowledge using its valuable clinical context. Beautifully
illustrated, the text integrates basic scientific principles with clinical cases, and
includes several illustrated imaging studies and in-depth discussions of basic
principles and their interpretations. Extensive reference lists of clinical papers,
teaching resources and a selection of review questions are included with
each chapter, emphasizing the real-life importance of basic neuroendocrine
principles in human health and disease. Clinical reviews are included to
provide convenient links to more specialized texts, ensuring a successful
springboard for learners, worldwide.

CONTENTS

WHY IT WILL SELL

Dedication; Preface; Acknowledgements; 1. Basic principles in clinical neuroendocrinology I:
receptor mechanisms; 2. Basic principles in clinical neuroendocrinology II: assays, rhythms and
pulses; 3. Neuroendocrinology of female reproduction; 4. Neuroendocrine regulation of appetite
and body weight; 5. Hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal cortex axis; 6. Hypothalamic regulation
of thyroid function; 7. Hypothalamic regulation of prolactin secretion; 8. Regulation of growth
hormone secretion; 9. Posterior pituitary; 10. An introduction to sellar masses; Appendix; Index.

• A concise overview of the key basic
principles in clinical neuroendocrinology,
underlying their diagnosis and
management
• Includes reference lists of clinical papers,
teaching resources and a selection of
review questions with each chapter, to
emphasize their real-life importance

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants

• Beautiful illustrations combine basic
scientific principles with real clinical cases
• Includes several illustrated imaging
studies, and in-depth discussions of basic
principles and their interpretations
• An indispensable tool for medical
students, endocrine trainees, and
biomedical science graduate students, as
well as clinicians
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NEUROPSYCHOLOGY

NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL CONDITIONS
ACROSS THE LIFESPAN
Edited by Jacobus Donders
Mary Free Bed Rehabilitation Hospital, Michigan

and Scott J. Hunter
University of Chicago
This unique analysis of neuropsychological conditions provides readers
with a review of both pediatric and adult presentations in one convenient
place. Covering the most common disorders encountered in clinical practice,
including those specific to the extremes of the age spectrum, this book
provides dedicated chapters on:

August 2018
246 x 189 mm 302pp
978-1-107-19001-6 Hardback
£71.99

• Preterm and low weight birth
• Spina bifida myelomeningocele
• Autism spectrum disorder
• Intellectual disability
• Fetal alcohol spectrum disorders
• Attention-deficit/hyperactivity
disorder
• Learning disability

• Traumatic brain injury
• Cancer
• Epilepsy
• Human immunodeficiency virus
• Multiple sclerosis
• Stroke
• Dementia

Each chapter provides evidence-based guidelines that can be readily applied
to daily practice.

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Addresses both pediatric and
adult manifestations of each
disorder within the same chapter
• Includes discussion of cultural
diversity issues across all
conditions
• Discusses a greater variety of
neuropsychological conditions
than in previous works

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org

CONTENTS
1. Preterm and low birth weight; 2. Spina bifida myelomeningocele; 3. Autism spectrum disorder (ASD);
4. Neuropsychological conditions across the lifespan: intellectual disability syndromes; 5. Fetal alcohol
spectrum disorders; 6. Neuropsychological conditions across the lifespan: attention-deficit/hyperactivity
disorder; 7. Learning disabilities; 8. Traumatic brain injury; 9. Cancer; 10. Epilepsy; 11. Neuropsychological
conditions across the lifespan: human immunodeficiency virus; 12. Multiple sclerosis; 13. Stroke; 14.
Dementia.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical students, medical specialists/consultants
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ACUTE CARE NURSING
Edited by Julia Gilbert
Federation University Australia

and Elisabeth Coyne
Griffith University, Queensland

October 2018
255 x 190 mm 284pp
23 b/w illus. 31 tables
978-1-108-41303-9 Paperback
£55.00

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Provides a structured overview of
the role of the nurse in the care of
clients in the acute setting
• Presents a narrative-style, personcentred approach to nursing in the
acute context
• Contextualises acute care nursing
for Australian and New Zealand
students by including local
statistics, frameworks, policies
and content written by respected
Australian academics and
practising nurses

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org

Acute Care Nursing provides an accessible and practical overview of the role
of the nurse in acute medical and surgical settings in the Australian and
New Zealand context. Linking closely with the Australian ‘Registered nurse
standards for practice’ and the New Zealand Competencies for Registered
Nurses, this text equips students with foundational knowledge of the
pathophysiology, treatment and legal and ethical issues associated with
common acute conditions. Through the person-centred, collaborative care
approach, students will also learn effective communication, decision-making
and cultural competency skills that are essential for nurses in any practice
context. Each chapter is enriched with pedagogical features designed to
solidify understanding and promote critical thinking, including case studies,
reflections, key terms, review questions, research topics and further readings.
Offering students a relevant and contemporary understanding of the acute
care context, Acute Care Nursing is an essential companion that can be taken
from the classroom into practice.

CONTENTS
1. The Australian and New Zealand healthcare systems; 2. Admitting and assessing medical and surgical
clients; 3. The acute surgical patient; 4. The acute medical client; 5. Acute respiratory conditions; 6.
Acute cardiovascular conditions; 7. Acute renal conditions; 8. Acute neurological conditions; 9. Acute
gastrointestinal conditions; 10. Acute endocrine conditions; 11. Acute reproductive disorders; 12. Health
emergencies.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Courses: Acute Care Nursing
Level: undergraduate students
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THE ROAD TO NURSING
Edited by Nick Arnott
University of Tasmania

Penny Paliadelis and Mary Cruickshank
Federation University, Australia

January 2019
255 x 190 mm 336pp
24 b/w illus. 7 tables
978-1-108-43528-4 Paperback
with VitalSource eBook
c. £55.00

WHY IT WILL SELL
• This book empowers
undergraduate nurses by
providing the foundational
knowledge and skills that will
underpin their entire nursing
journey.
• Each chapter is written in an
accessible style by leading
Australian nursing academics and
practising nurses.

Commencing a nursing qualification can be an exciting and daunting
prospect. The Road to Nursing empowers nursing students to become effective
practitioners by providing an in-depth foundational knowledge of the key
concepts and skills that will underpin their entire nursing journey. Written
by an expert team of academics and practising nurses, this text emphasises
the importance of meaning-making, supporting students to critically engage
with key knowledge that informs their ongoing learning, development and
professional identity. Each chapter supports learning through pedagogical
features including case studies, nursing perspectives, reflections, key terms,
review questions and research topics. The additional activities accessed
through the VitalSource eBook reaffirm comprehension and encourage
critical thinking. The Road to Nursing is written in an accessible narrative
style, providing a friendly guiding voice that will support students from the
classroom into practice.

CONTENTS
Part I. Beginning: 1. The journey begins; 2. Awakening and engaging in your learning; 3. Contemporary
nursing education; 4. Preparing for success; Part II. Becoming: 5. The heart of nursing; 6. Philosophical
underpinnings; 7. The history and evolving image of nursing; 8. Thinking like a nurse; 9. Health and
healthcare in Australia; 10. Understanding self and others; 11. Foundations of nursing practice; 12.
Nursing as a profession; 13. Professional experience placements; Part III. Being: 14. Being a safe and
ethical practitioner; 15. Being a member of an interprofessional team; 16. Empowering our profession; 17.
Preparing for the transition to registered nursing practice; 18. Conclusion: What now? Where to from here?

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Courses: Foundations of Professional Practice, Essential Nursing Care, Contexts of Nursing
Level: undergraduate students, graduate students

• Each text includes access to
the complementary VitalSource
interactive eBook, through
which students can find valuable
self-assessment tools such as
multiple-choice and short-answer
questions with guided responses,
and links to relevant website and
video content.
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OBSTETRICS

PLACENTAL-FETAL GROWTH
RESTRICTION
Christoph Lees
Imperial College London

Gerard H. A. Visser
Universiteit Utrecht, The Netherlands

and Kurt Hecher
University Medical Centre, Hamburg

August 2018
246 x 189 mm 294pp
15 b/w illus. 42 colour
illus. 38 tables
978-1-107-10139-5 Hardback
£69.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Reflects the current research
interest and clinical applications in
placental-fetal growth restriction
(PFGR), worldwide
• Covers the effect of PFGR in the
fetus and through to birth and to
early childhood
• Authored by an international
team of authors with extensive
expertise on the topic
• Includes copious illustrations to
aid understanding

Master the effective evaluation, analysis and management of placental-fetal
growth restriction (PFGR), developing strategies to reduce the risk of perinatal
mortality and morbidity in patients worldwide. Extensively researched by
international experts, this manual provides practitioners with a detailed,
hands-on approach to the practical ‘pearls’ for direct patient management.
This authoritative volume advises on matters such as the correct evaluation
and management of high-risk patients in danger of PFGR through to delivery.
Extensive and wide-ranging, this book is an invaluable companion to the
developing research interest and clinical applications in PFGR, including
developmental outcomes in early childhood. Featuring a critical evaluation
of a variety of abnormal conditions, such as fetal hypoxia and extreme
prematurity, which are clearly displayed through extensive illustrations, this
essential toolkit ensures that practitioners at all levels can effectively limit
adverse outcome and reach the correct diagnosis.

CONTENTS
Part I. Basic Principles: 1. What is optimal fetal growth?; 2. Definition of fetal growth restriction and
uteroplacental insufficiency; 3. Differential diagnosis of fetal growth restriction; 4. Fetal growth restriction
and hypertensive diseases of pregnancy; 5. ART and fetal growth; 6. Fetal growth restriction study design
and outcomes; 7. Analysis of national and international guidelines on placental-fetal growth restriction;
Part II. Maternal Cardiovascular Characteristics and the Placenta: 8. Maternal cardiovascular function
and fetal growth restriction; 9. Placental histopathology findings in fetal growth restriction; 10. Maternal
volume homeostasis in fetal growth restriction; Part III. Screening for PFGR: 11. First trimester combined
screening algorithms for fetal growth restriction; 12. Second trimester and late pregnancy screening for
fetal growth restriction; Part IV. Prophylaxis and Treatment: 13. Prophylaxis for fetal growth restriction:
aspirin and low molecular weight heparins; 14. Prophylaxis for fetal growth restriction: nitric oxide
donors and sildenafil; 15. Prevention and treatment of fetal growth restriction by influencing maternal
hemodynamics and blood volume; 16. Gene therapy in fetal growth restriction; Part V. Characteristics
of Fetal Growth Restriction: 17. Blood flow volume in umbilical vein in fetal growth restriction; 18. Fetal
cardiac function in fetal growth restriction; 19. Heart rate changes and autonomic nervous system in fetal
growth restriction; 20. The fetal arterial and venous circulation in IUGR; 21. Hematological and biochemical
findings in fetal growth restriction and the relationship to hypoxia; Part VI. Management of Fetal Growth
Restriction: 22. Management of early-onset fetal growth restriction (less than 34 weeks); 23. Late-onset
intrauterine growth restriction; 24. Severe IUGR: pregnancy management at the limits of viability; 25. Fetal
growth restriction in twin pregnancies; Part VII. Postnatal Aspects of Fetal Growth Restriction: 26. Fetal
growth restriction and neonatal outcomes; 27. Fetal growth restriction and later disease in the mother and
the offspring; 28. Fetal growth restriction: recurrence risks and counseling.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants
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FERTILIZATION
The Beginning of Life

Brian Dale
Villa del Sole Clinic, Naples

September 2018
246 x 189 mm 136pp
99 b/w illus. 4 colour illus.
978-1-316-60789-3 Paperback
£49.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Takes a comparative look at the
fertilization process, across the
animal kingdom
• Tackles fertilization from a
dynamic viewpoint, transmitting a
multitude of changes that occur in
gametes during fertilization

This book introduces readers to the fascinating interaction of specialized
gamete cells, forming the early embryo and a blueprint of new life. Readers
will gain a thorough understanding of the complex physiological events and
mechanical processes – such as ionic regulation, metabolism and intracellular
signalling – to decipher cause and effect in fertilization. Wide-ranging in its
approach, this book describes fertilization as a highly conserved mechanism
throughout the animal kingdom, taking case studies from echinoderms,
ascidians, amphibians and mammals through to other phyla. An excellent
companion to undergraduate and postgraduate students of medicine,
veterinary and biological sciences, this text provides an underpinning of the
mechanisms of fertilization that inform assisted reproduction practice and
research in medicine and agriculture. It explores the detailed phases before
fertilization: the oocyte as a quiescent cell, attracting its partner gamete,
followed by a cascade of pre-determined physiological events, to form the
dynamic zygote cell; setting the scene for the early embryo, and beyond.

CONTENTS
Preface; 1. Introduction; 2. Producing gametes; 3. The players, sperm and oocytes; 4. Sperm-oocyte
interaction; 5. Oocyte activation; 6. The dynamics of fertilization; 7. Transformation of the zygote in to the
early embryo; 8. Basic biology concepts; References; Index.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: specialist medical trainees, medical specialists/consultants

• Describes the first moments of a
new life, indicating the complex
transformation from an oocyte
into an embryo
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
SKILLS FOR OBSTETRICIANS AND
GYNAECOLOGISTS
Edited by Tahir Mahmood
Forth Park Hospital, Kirkcaldy

and Sambit Mukhopadhyay
Norfolk and Norwich University Hospital

September 2018
234 x 156 mm 168pp
20 b/w illus.
978-1-316-63113-3 Paperback
£29.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Professionalism and non-technical
skills are brought together in one
text
• Addresses the curricular
requirements of the Royal
College of Obstetricians and
Gynaecologists (RCOG) and other
professional bodies
• Will aid trainees from outside
Europe to understand principles of
professional development within
the UK and to prepare for the
Membership of the Royal College
of Obstetrics and Gynaecology
(MRCOG) examination
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Professional development skills encompass non-clinical attributes that
contribute towards career development, research and high-quality clinical
practice. Professional bodies such as the Royal College of Obstetrics and
Gynaecology (RCOG) are placing increasing importance on these skills and
they now form part of the RCOG core curriculum, making these skills essential
requirements for all junior doctors and newly appointed consultants in today’s
health service. This book is an in-depth review of professional development
skills, illustrated by case-histories from obstetrics and gynaecology. Issues
related to human factors – such as communication, situational awareness,
decision-making and team-working – will form the basis of the book.
Candidates sitting the Membership of the Royal College of Obstetrics and
Gynaecology (MRCOG) examination will gain a better understanding of the
principles of professionalism and clinical governance within the specialty. This
book is also a useful tool for trainees in their advanced years of training and for
newly appointed consultants.

CONTENTS
Preface; List of contributors; 1. Teaching and facilitating learning in obstetrics and gynaecology; 2.
Supporting professional development: assessment and appraisal in obstetrics and gynaecology; 3. Research
methodology and governance in obstetrics and gynaecology; 4. Information technology in daily practice in
obstetrics and gynaecology; 5. Clinical governance in obstetrics and gynaecology; 6. Clinical standards in
obstetrics and gynaecology; 7. Revalidation in obstetrics and gynaecology; 8. The doctor as an educator; 9.
Clinical audit in obstetrics and gynaecology; 10. Clinical risk management in obstetrics and gynaecology;
11. Ethics and legal issues in obstetrics and gynaecology; 12. Clinical leadership and service delivery in
obstetrics and gynaecology; 13. Human factors in maternity care; Index.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: specialist medical trainees
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PRACTICAL PROBLEMS IN ASSISTED
CONCEPTION
Edited by Ying Cheong
University of Southampton

Togas Tulandi
McGill University, Montréal

and Tin-Chiu Li
The Chinese University of Hong Kong

September 2018
246 x 189 mm 232pp
42 b/w illus.
978-1-316-64518-5 Paperback
c. £59.99

Engage with practical and active solutions to day-to-day issues of reproductive
medicine and the use of artificial reproductive techniques (ART), occurring
in clinical and laboratory environments. Authored by leading experts in
the field, this user-friendly guide is invaluable for any IVF practitioner and
embryologist, facing everyday hands-on issues, through to high-pressure
laboratory problems, efficiency ratings and ensuring cost-effective delivery of
care. With the strict governance of regulatory bodies worldwide, the success
of any fertility centre depends on successful problem solving, all day every
day. Based on a wealth of experience, identify commonly occurring problems,
and fresh perspectives of problem-solving, with ‘must-have’ protocols, patient
information sheets and suggested equipment. This go-to companion tackles
operational, organisational, clinical and laboratory issues to financial and
clinical governance, with a focus on quick and effective solutions for the busy
practitioner.

CONTENTS

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Offers a practical, go-to guide for
clinicians experiencing laboratory
issues, at all stages of their career
• Provides experienced clinicians
with fresh perspectives of
problem-solving with must-have
protocols in commonly-occurring
but difficult scenarios
• Includes case studies, patient
information sheets and suggested
equipment for quick reference
• Contains illustrations and graphs
throughout, providing extra
support
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1. A lifetime’s observations and reflections as an IVF doctor; 2. The patient’s perspective of assisted
reproduction; 3. How to manage intramural fibroids before an IVF cycle; 4. Ovarian stimulation protocols
– horses for courses; 5. The consultation with the poor responder; 6. The consultation with a patient
who wishes to have ovarian tissue cryopreservation; 7. How to manage patients with cancer who need
fast-track treatment; 8. How to manage patients with adenomyosis before an IVF cycle; 9. The consultation
with older men seeking ART treatment; 10. How to manage endometrioma in the IVF patient; 11. How to
manage IVF patients with intrauterine adhesions; 12. What is the role of complementary and alternative
medicine during IVF – a review of the evidence; 13. How to manage the patient with hydrosalpinges
before an IVF cycle; 14. Tubal assessment in the IVF patient; 15. Which culture media to use?; 16. How
to set up and manage key performance indicators, what are red-alerts and what to do when they occur?;
17. How to manage the patient with thin endometrium; 18. How to manage the patient with fluid in
the endometrium prior to embryo transfer; 19. Practical tips on personalizing luteal phase support; 20.
How to avoid ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome: best management strategies; 21. Anesthetic choices
in IVF practice; 22. Tips and tricks of transvaginal oocyte retrieval; 23. What to do when the electric
oocyte aspiration pump stops working?; 24. How to manage the patient who has no egg retrieval; 25.
Managing unusual complications in IVF relating to transvaginal oocyte retrieval; 26. Tips and tricks on
the management of a difficult embryo transfer; 27. How to manage the patient who fails to produce a
semen sample; 28. Prevention and management of incubator failure; 29. Troubleshooting poor survival
after oocyte and embryo cryopreservation; 30. The ‘lost’ embryo in the laboratory; 31. What to do when
there is a suspected infection in the IVF laboratory; 32. Dealing with practical problems encountered in
PGD and PGS; 33. Tips and tricks in performing 3D ultrasound before an IVF cycle; 34. How to draw-up a
management plan when an IVF cycle has failed; 35. When fertilization fails; 36. What does poor embryo
development mean, and how does it influence subsequent cycles?; 37. The ABC of quality management
in IVF; 38. Human factors in IVF practice; 39. Customer service and marketing in IVF practice; 40. The
essentials for building a great fertility team; 41. Financial models in an IVF practice; 42. Peering into the
future of the fertility business – a conversation with Sue Channon, CEO, Virtus Health; 43. The role of the
research nurse in an IVF center; 44. The future of IVF: ART 3.0.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION Level: medical specialists/consultants
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REPRODUCTIVE SURGERY
The Society for Reproductive Surgeons’ Manual

Edited by Jeffrey M. Goldberg
Cleveland Clinic

Ceana H. Nezhat
Nezhat Medical Center, Atlanta

and Jay Sandlow
Medical College of Wisconsin

October 2018
276 x 219 mm 170pp
978-1-107-19396-3 Hardback
£96.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Developed in collaboration with
The Society of Reproductive
Surgeons, promoting excellence
in gynecologic and urologic
reproductive surgery
• Easy to follow, step-by-step
instructions, illustrations and
videos
• Written by leading experts in
operative gynecology and urology,
providing ‘tricks of the trade’, for
practitioners of all levels
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Gain confidence in the surgical management of female and male infertility.
Authored by leading experts in operative gynecology and urology, in
collaboration with the Society of Reproductive Surgeons, this valuable
handbook provides readers with a comprehensive understanding of the
indications, techniques, and outcomes of modern reproductive surgery. This
manual presents clear step-by-step instructions illustrated with intraoperative
photographs and surgical videos in order to offer patients surgical options and
avoid, or improve, IVF.

CONTENTS
1. Hysteroscopy: office and operative – myomectomy, polypectomy, adhesiolysis; 2. Adhesions in
reproductive surgery: treatment and prevention; 3. Mullerian anomalies; 4. Ovarian surgery with focus
on reproduction; 5. Surgical management of proximal and distal tubal disease; 6. Tubal anastomosis
for reversal of tubal ligation; 7. Surgical management of ectopic pregnancy; 8. Surgical management
of uterine myomas; 9. Laparoscopic surgery for the management of endometriosis; 10. Female fertility
preservation surgery; 11. The role of robotics in reproductive surgery; 12. Vasectomy reversal; 13.
Varicocele repair; 14. Surgical sperm retrieval methods; 15. Surgical management of ejaculatory duct
obstruction for male infertility; 16. Fertility considerations in scrotal surgery.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants
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January 2019
276 x 216 mm 486pp
978-1-108-40022-0 Paperback
£49.99

OFFICE GYNECOLOGY
A Case-Based Approach

Edited by David Chelmow

Hope Ricciotti

Virginia Commonwealth University

Harvard Medical School, Massachusetts

Nicole Karjane

and Amy Young

Virginia Commonwealth University

University of Texas, Austin

This case-based guide covers 100 gynecologic problems commonly
encountered in office practice settings, from the simple to the complex. It
encourages evidence-based care and incorporates up-to-date guidance on
evaluation and management in office practice. Clinical problems are discussed
in a clear, case-based format. The book integrates current guidelines and
recommendations, supplemented with carefully-researched and vetted
expert opinion for situations for which no guidelines exist. Each gynecologic
problem is assessed through a brief case presentation followed by an in-depth
discussion with visual aids. Question and answer sections feature teaching
points. Cases and discussions are detailed enough to guide practice, yet remain
focused and concise, with each case designed to be read in the time available
when seeing a patient in clinical practice. An invaluable reference guide for
gynecologists, family physicians, internal medicine providers, and other
women’s health care providers who offer office-based gynecologic care.

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Incorporates evidence-based care
with up-to-date major Society
guidelines and recommendations,
accompanied with teaching points
• Presents carefully vetted expert
opinion on common situations
for which no guidelines exist,
filling gaps between major Society
guidelines
• Designed as a quick reference
guide, so that cases can be rapidly
read in the time available to see a
patient in clinical practice

www.cambridge.org/rights
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CONTENTS
Section 1. Pelvic Pain: 1. A 27 year old with recurrent visits for severe pelvic pain; 2. A 25 year old with
deep dyspareunia; 3. A 16-year-old adolescent with ongoing dysmenorrhea despite oral contraceptive pill
use; 4. A patient with pain at lateral aspect of prior Pfannenstiel incision; 5. A 26 year old with chronic
pelvic pain and negative work-up; 6. A 30 year old with endometriosis with worsening pelvic pain despite
continuous oral contraceptives; 7. A 47 year old P4 female with severe menstrual cramping and painful
intercourse; Section 2. Vaginal Discharge and Sexually Transmitted Infections: 9. A 28 year old woman with
metronidazole allergy and trichmonas infection; 10. A 24 year old woman with mucopurulent cervicitis;
11. A 27 year old woman with trichomonas requesting a prescription for her partner; 12. A 33 year old
woman with multiple visits for vaginal discharge and itching; 13. A 24 year old with trichomonas in the
first trimester of pregnancy; 14. A 16 year old requesting confidential treatment for chlamydia exposure;
15. A 75 year old female complaining of greenish discharge; Section 3. Amenorrhea and Abnormal Vaginal
Bleeding: 16. A 32 year old woman with friable cervix; 17. A 28 year old with secondary amenorrhea and
a family history of mental retardation; 18. A 27 year old runner with secondary amenorrhea; 19. A 38 year
old with secondary amenorrhea 6 months after gastric bypass; 20. A 25 year old with Mirena IUD, with
new onset spotting and positive pregnancy test; 21. A 30 year old with irregular periods; 22. A 25 year
old female reports midcycle spotting; Section 4. Contraception and Abortion: 23. A 25 year old with no
IUD string visible one year after placement; 24. An HIV positive woman requesting oral contraceptive pills;
25. A 42 year old woman with IUD and actinomyces on cervical cytology; 26. A 25 year old woman with
a history of pulmonary embolism on OCPs who desires contraception; 27. A pregnant 22 year old who
desires long-acting postpartum birth control; 28. A 19 year old with nonpalpable contraceptive implant
desiring removal; 29. A 24 year old with contraceptive implant placed 3 weeks ago presents with positive
pregnancy test; 30. An HIV positive woman requesting IUD; 31. A 23 year old presents 2 hours after sexual
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assault; 32. A 35 year old woman BMI of 40 presents requesting oral contraceptive pills; Section 5. Breast
Problems: 33. A 41 year old woman with bilateral clear nipple discharge; 34. A 38 year old woman with
new onset unilateral bloody nipple discharge; 35. A 34 year old newly pregnant patient with a breast
mass; 36. A 29 year old woman with lacational mastitis and persistent fevers and erythema 48 hours after
initiating antibiotic therapy; 37. A 45 year old with unilateral green nipple discharge; 38. A 35 year old
with complaints of cyclic breast pain; Section 6. Cancer Screening and Prevention: 39. A 22 year old with
LSIL on initial cytology; 40. A 25 year old woman who has received a letter from an aunt recommending
Lynch testing; 41. A 30 year old woman with positive margins on LEEP for HSIL; 42. A 32 year old woman
whose paternal aunt and grandmother had ovarian cancer; 43. A 23 year old with HSIL on cytology; 44.
A 32 year old with strong family history of breast cancer not linked to BRCA mutation; 45. A 25 year old
with LSIL desiring HPV vaccination; Section 7. Vulvar Disease: 46. A 55 year old with white itchy lesion
on vulva; 47. A 55 year old with a new wart; 48. A 25 year old with perineal pain and inability to have
intercourse; 49. A 30 year old with new vulvar lesions; 50. A 50 year old with lichen sclerosis and fused
labia with UTIs; 51. A 25 year old with recurrent candida vaginitis; 52. A 35 year old woman complaining
of a ‘knot’ in the vulva; Section 8. Infertility: 53. A couple with Medicaid and no conception after 2 years;
54. A 33 year old with infertility; 55. A 26 year old with irregular menses and infertility; 56. A 32 year old
with a 3 cm endometrioma and infertility; 57. A 32 year old G3P0A3 who presents for evaluation after
recurrent pregnancy loss; Section 9. Preconception Planning: 58. A couple planning pregnancy who just
returned from Brazil; 59. A 26 year old with a history of depression planning pregnancy; 60. A 25 year old
with a history of DVT presents for preconception counselling; 61. A 25 year old Ashkenazi Jewish woman
who desires pregnancy; 62. A 40 year old with chronic hypertension on altenolol planning pregnancy; 63.
A 30 year old with history of diabetes controlled on oral agents planning pregnancy; Section 10. Pediatric
and Adolescent Problems: 64. A 14 year old with large labia; 65. A 16 year old with acne, hirsutism, and
irregular menses; 66. An 8 year old with persistent vulvar itching; 67. A 4 year old with recurrent vulvar
discharge and itching; 68. A 12 year old with painful vulvar ulcers; 69. A 15 year old who is unable to
use a tampon; 70. A 6 year old girl with breast development; 72. 13 year old with primary menorrhea
and cyclic abdominal pain; 73. 17 year old female with secondary amenorrhea; Section 11. Pelvic Masses
and Cysts: 74. A 53 year old with 3 cm dermoid noted as incidental finding on CT; 75. A 60 year old with
a 4cm simple ovarian cyst; 76. A 25 year old with a 2 cm simple asymptomatic cyst noted incidentally
on ultrasound; 77. A 25 year old with endometriosis with a 4 cm endometrioma; 78. A 25 year old
with abrupt onset of pelvic pain, nausea and vomiting, and adnexal mass; 79. A 30 year old with fever,
abdominal pain, vaginal discharge and adnexal mass; 80. A 45 year old who complains of pelvic pain
one year after TLH/BSO for endometriosis; 81. A 21 year old G1 at 5 weeks EGA with left lower quadrant
pain; Section 12. Incontinence and Prolapse: 82. A 30 year old 6 weeks after vaginal delivery with flatal
incontinence; 83. A 46 year old with leakage of urine; 84. A 50 year old with microscopic hematuria and
negative urine culture; 85. A 55 year old with urinary urgency and negative urinalysis and culture; 86.
A 30 year old with frequency, urgency, nocturia and pressure relieved by urination, no infection; 87. A
25 year old with recurrent urinary tract infections; 88. An 80 year old with total procidentia presenting
with vaginal irritation; 89. A 60 year old presents with difficulty with defecation; Section 13. Behavioral,
Sexual, and Social Health: 90. A 25 year old with recurrent STDs; 91. A 41 year old with loss of interest in
having sex; 92. A 28 year old transgender woman requesting Well Woman Visit; 93. A 35 year old female
to male transgender with vaginal spotting on testosterone; 94. A 23 year old female who reports inability
to consumate her marriage due to vaginal pain; 95. A tearful 32 year old two weeks requesting sleeping
aid two weeks after delivery; Section 14. Menopause and Aging: 96. A 50 year old breast cancer survivor
with severe hot flashes; 97. A 56 year old with dyspareunia; 98. A 60 year old with FRAX score of 10%
probability of osteoporotic fracture; 99. A 45 year old with menses every 60-90 days and hot flashes; 100.
A 70 year old victim of elder abuse.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: specialist medical trainees, medical students
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234 x 156 mm 256pp
978-1-108-40281-1 Paperback
£39.99

HOW TO PREPARE THE ENDOMETRIUM
TO MAXIMIZE IMPLANTATION RATES
AND IVF SUCCESS
Edited by Gabor Kovacs
Monash IVF, Australia

and Lois Salamonsen
Monash University, Victoria
The last step in the IVF treatment cycle, embryo transfer is also the process
with the highest failure rate. No matter how good laboratory technique is,
a successful pregnancy will not result without meticulous preparation of
the uterus to accept the embryo. This book reviews the scientific evidence
on endometrial receptivity, including histological, hormonal, biochemical,
and immunological factors. Practical and concise, it supports gynecologists
and embryologists to make evidence-based decisions that can influence
the success rates of implantation and live births. Part of a series of books
offering treatments and strategies for fertility and conception to optimize
IVF outcomes, this volume is for all clinicians and embryologists working in
reproductive medicine.

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Practical and concise, this book
reviews scientific evidence on
endometrial receptivity to enable
clinicians to take evidence-based
decisions and optimize IVF
outcomes
• Authored by experts in the
field, this book provides a
comprehensive review of all
current, up-to-date knowledge
on factors impacting the
endometrium
• A detailed volume that is part of a
four-book series on improving the
success of IVF, with other volumes
focusing on periconception health,
the egg and embryo, and male
and sperm factors
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CONTENTS
1. Physiology of endometrial development through the cycle and implantation; 2. Molecular and cellular
basis of human embryo implantation; 3. Protein biomarkers of endometrial receptivity; 4. Genetic markers
of endometrial receptivity (GMER); 5. Effects of superovulation on the endometrium; 6. Screening the
uterine microbiome prior to embryo transfer; 7. Estrogen and progesterone support in ART: optimizing
implantation; 8. The role of hysteroscopy and endometrial scratch in improving endometrial receptivity; 9.
Fibroids and polyps: their effect on implantation; 10. Cleavage stage or blastocyst transfer: which is better?;
11. Dummy embryo transfer; 12. Does the type of catheter used for embryo transfer matter?; 13. Should
all embryos be transferred in unstimulated cycles?; 14. Rest after embryo transfer is unhelpful; 15. Ectopic
pregnancies – why do they happen?; 16. The role on NK cells in implantation after IVF and treatment
strategies; 17. Sex and immune receptivity for embryo transfer; 18. Immunotherapy/IVIG, prednisolone and
intralipid in IVF; 19. The role of heparin and aspirin to aid implantation; 20. Early pregnancy loss: causes
and prevention; 21. Is the endometrium in women with PCOS compromised?

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants
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A PRACTICAL MANUAL TO LABOR AND
DELIVERY
Second edition

Shad Deering
Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences, Maryland

September 2018
234 x 156 mm 312pp
113 b/w illus. 26 tables
978-1-108-40783-0 Paperback
£24.99

Packed with the most up-to-date recommendations, this invaluable
preparatory handbook is a trusted resource for all levels of providers that
care for laboring patients. Gain confidence in managing patients from when
they present to triage all the way through labor, delivery and the postpartum
period. Gives providers critical clinical algorithms for routine and emergency
situations and procedures. Includes: detailed description of common obstetric
procedures and examinations, evidence-based practice recommendations
for labor management and pain control options, sample notes, orders, and
operative dictations for cesarean section, multiple illustrations and treatment
algorithms that clarify and explain details students and residents are most
likely to encounter during obstetric rotations. Written by an experienced
maternal fetal medicine physician, this book fills practical knowledge gaps
left by conventional textbooks. It provides comprehensive insights for labor
management, including emergencies, and improves provider confidence
resulting in better care of obstetric patients.

CONTENTS

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Details common obstetric procedures and examinations,
ideal for any level provider working on a labor and delivery
ward, especially medical students and residents on obstetric
rotations
• Provides practical, evidence-based practice
recommendations for labor management
• Includes high-quality illustrations and treatment algorithms,
to clarify the details of situations that practitioners are
most likely to encounter
• Features detailed sample notes, orders, and dictations
for users to learn how to document key information in a
concise format

NEW TO THIS EDITION
• Includes the most recent literature and evidence for use of
steroids for fetal lung maturity, new definitions for labor
progress and more evidence-based guidelines for cesarean
section techniques and many other facets of obstetrics
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Preface; List of contributors; 1. Introduction and basic principles of labor
and delivery; 2. Common examinations and procedures in labor and
delivery; 3. Fetal heart rate monitoring in labor and delivery; 4. First-stage
labor management; 5. Second stage labor management; 6. Third stage
labor management; 7. Induction and augmentation of labor; 8. Obstetric
analgesia/anesthesia in labor and delivery; 9. Operative vaginal delivery;
10. Caesarean delivery; 11. Laceration and episiotomy repair; 12. Neonatal
resuscitation in labor and delivery; 13. Postpartum care; 14. Common OB
complications and emergencies in labor and delivery; Medication database;
Appendix A: common terms and abbreviations; Appendix B: sample notes
and orders; Appendix C: caesarean ‘talk-through’; Index.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical students, specialist medical trainees
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EPONYMS AND NAMES IN OBSTETRICS
AND GYNAECOLOGY
Third edition

Thomas F. Baskett

January 2019
246 x 189 mm 456pp
410 b/w illus.
978-1-108-42170-6 Hardback
c. £99.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Includes detail for 391 eponyms
and names from around thirtyfour countries, reflecting the
speciality’s far reaching origins

Few specialties have a longer or richer eponymous background than obstetrics
and gynaecology. Eponyms add a human side to an increasingly technical
profession and represent the historic tradition and language of the speciality.
This collection aims to perpetuate the names and contributions of pioneers
and offer introductory profiles to the founders in whose steps we follow. This
third edition includes twenty-six new entries, as well as expanded detail,
illustration and quotation for existing entries. Biographical data and historical
and medical context are discussed for each of the 391 names, with reference
to thirty-four countries, reflecting the field’s far reaching origins. More than
1700 original references feature, alongside an extensive bibliography of more
than 2500 linked references to assist readers searching for more detailed
information. A volume for physicians, midwives, medical historians, medical
ethicists and all those interested in the history and evolution of obstetrical and
gynaecological treatment.

CONTENTS
About the author; Preface; Acknowledgements; Image credits; A-Z of eponyms and names in obstetrics and
gynaecology; Index.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants, specialist medical trainees

• Features more than 1700 original
references and an extensive
bibliography of more than 2500
linked references to provide
further detail on specific topics
and biographies
• A fully updated third edition,
with twenty-six new entries and
expanded detail, illustration and
quotation for existing entries
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PATHOLOGY
February 2019
276 x 219 mm 256pp 131 colour
illus. 55 tables
978-1-107-17045-2 Hardback
with Online Resource
£140.00

GYNECOLOGIC AND UROLOGIC
PATHOLOGY
Similarities, Differences and Challenges

Edited by Maria Rosaria Raspollini
University Hospital Careggi, Florence

and Antonio Lopez-Beltran
Cordoba University Medical School, Spain
Due to common early development, the pathology of the urogenital tract
in males and females present many similarities. Richly illustrated in colour
throughout, this essential text evaluates the most common pathologies of
the male and female urogenital tract, focussing on similarities, differences,
and challenges. Images are colour coded by gender, and feature diagnostic
algorithms and boxes highlighting key similarities and differences. This book
is intended to bridge the gap between urologic and gynecologic specialties,
whose diagnoses are rarely considered or studied together. Understanding
common development, similarities and differences is extremely valuable
for the evaluation of pathologic features and related dysfunctions. This
comprehensive resource will be invaluable to urological and gynaecological
pathologists,residents, general pathologists, and for consultants in urology
and gynaecology to gain experience in the pathologic diagnostic rationale.
This book provides entry to an online version on Cambridge Core, which can
be accessed via the code printed on the inside of the cover.

CONTENTS

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Contains colour-coded images to
highlight traits present in male
and female organs, as well as
highlight features present in both
• The text bridges the gap between
urologic and gynaecologic
pathology specialities to highlight
key common similarities to aid
with diagnoses
• Includes entry to an HTML version
of the text on Cambridge Core,
providing high-resolution access
to the large number of high
quality colour figures
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Part I. Notes on Embryology, Differentiation, and Function of the Uro-Genital Tract: 1. Embryonic development
of the urinary system; 2. Indifferent embryonic development (pre-sex determination); 3. Male; 4. Female; Part
II. Ovary and Testis: Similarities and Differences: 5. Non-neoplastic and tumor-like conditions of the ovary; 6.
Non-neoplastic and tumor-like conditions of the testis; 7. Disorders of sexual development; 8. Ovarian epithelialstromal tumors and similar lesions in the testis; 9. Germ cell tumors: the ovary and the testis; 10. Sex-cord
stromal tumors: the ovary and the testis; Part III. Prostatic Lesions and Tumors: 11. The prostatic utriculus and
endometrioid prostate cancer; 12. Cystic lesions of the prostate and lower genitourinary tract versus female
gynecologic tract lesions: similarities and differences; 13. Biphasic tumors of the urogenital tract: selected topics;
14. Ectopic prostatic tissue; 15. Mesonephric remnants; 16. Prostate and breast pathology: similarities and
differences; Part IV. Kidney Tumors and Neoplasms with Similar Features in the Gynaecological Tract: 17. Clear
cell tumors of the kidney and clear cell tumors of the gynecological tract; 18. Mixed epithelial and stromal tumors
of the kidney; 19. Mixed epithelial and mesenchymal tumors of the uterus; 20. Ovarian mixed epithelial-stromal
tumors; 21. Mesenchymal tumors of the kidney; 22. Mesenchymal tumors of the female genital tract; Part
V. Neuroendocrine Tumors: 23. Similarities and differences in neuroendocrine tumors of the male and female
genital tracts and urinary tract; Part VI. Transitional Cell Tumors: 24. Brenner tumors and transitional cell tumors
of the ovary; 25. Transitional cell tumors of the bladder; 26. Squamotransitional carcinoma and transitional cell
metaplasia of the cervix and the vagina, and squamous cell carcinoma and squamous lesions of the urinary tract;
27. Micropapillary urothelial carcinoma of the bladder versus gynaecological tract carcinomas with micropapillary
features: similarities and differences; Part VII. Urethra and Non-transitional Tumor of the Bladder: 28. Pathology
of female and male urethra; 29. Bladder mullerian lesions: endometriosis, endosalpingiosis, endocervicosis, and
mullerianosis; 30. Clear cell carcinoma of the urinary tract versus clear cell carcinoma of the ovary: similarities
and differences; 31. Cystic and solid tumors of the urachus versus gynecologic tract tumors: similarities and
differences; Part VIII. Vulva and Penis: 32. Dermatoses and inflammatory diseases of the vulva; 33. Dermatoses
and inflammatory diseases of the penis; 34. Intraepithelial lesions of the vulva; 35. Intraepithelial lesions of
the penis; 36. Malignant neoplasms of the vulva and the penis; 37. Miscellaneous lesions of the vulva and the
penis; Part IX. Secondary Tumors: 38. Secondary tumors of the male and female genital tracts and urinary tract:
similarities and differences.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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Level: medical specialists/consultants, specialist medical trainees

PATHOLOGY

SELF-ASSESSMENT IN
DERMATOPATHOLOGY
Meera Mahalingam
VA Consolidated Laboratories, New England

September 2018
276 x 219 mm 347pp 500 colour
illus. 60 tables
978-1-316-62287-2 Paperback
£74.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Unique in the field, this book is
an essential resource for trainees
across continents
• Uses histopathology as a tool to
trigger key clinical, syndromic and
genetic associations

An essential examination resource for anyone sitting their primary or
maintenance of certification examinations in dermatology, pathology or
dermatopathology, Self-Assessment in Dermatopathology uses histopathology
as a catalyst for constructive and critical thinking and to trigger relevant
clinical, genetic and syndromic associations. Concise explanations at the
end of each chapter give short answers to each question and expand on each
answer choice. Each chapter consists of an increasingly difficult selection of
questions, allowing the reader to develop and self-test their knowledge. Tables
relevant to the section covered have also been incorporated in the answer
section. Using this practical approach, the reader will become familiar with
the pathologic basis of clinically relevant dermatoses and cutaneous tumors.
The question and answer format make this book the first resource of its kind.
Thinking about information in a new way is the foundation of this book,
making it an invaluable addition for any trainee.

CONTENTS
1. General; 2. Genodermatoses and epidermal disorders; 3. Pigmentary disorders; 4. Tissue reaction
patterns; 5. Disorders involving the dermis and, or subcutis; 6. Depositional diseases and cutaneous
manifestations of systemic disease and depositional diseases; 7. Infections; 8. Tumors.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: specialist medical trainees, medical specialists/consultants

• Provides a self-teaching review
that offers an in-depth knowledge
of all entities involving the skin
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PATHOLOGY

PLACENTAL AND GESTATIONAL
PATHOLOGY
Edited by Raymond W. Redline
Case Western Reserve University, Ohio

Theonia K. Boyd and Drucilla J. Roberts
Harvard Medical School, Massachusetts

August 2018
246 x 189 mm 364pp
978-1-316-63253-6 Hardback
with Online Resource
£140.00

This concise and comprehensive resource is vital for the pathologist faced
with providing accurate, timely, and clinically useful diagnoses for placentas,
products of conception, and gravid hysterectomies. Combining the pathologic,
research, and clinical expertise of a diverse group of editors and authors
from centers of excellence for placental pathology, this book enables easy
application of the latest Amsterdam international consensus classification
criteria, with cross-references to previous terminology and a pathophysiologybased classification system. It provides complete descriptions and illustrations
of diagnostic gross, microscopic, and immunohistochemical findings together
with a thorough discussion of potential pitfalls and differential diagnosis.
Current theories of the genetic and physiologic basis for disease processes,
culminating in placental lesions are discussed. The book features high-quality
images and standardized measurement tables to assist real-time diagnoses
and provides access to an online version on Cambridge Core, which can be
accessed via the code printed on the inside of the cover.

CONTENTS

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Features latest Amsterdam international consensus
classification criteria with cross references to previous
terminology, allowing pathologists to quickly implement up
to date diagnostic approaches
• Summarizes the clinical context, pathogenesis, gross
and microscopic features, differential diagnosis, ancillary
diagnostic testing, prognostic implications, and gaps in
existing knowledge for each diagnostic lesion
• The high quality images and standardized measurement
tables, which can be expanded in the bundled online HTML
version, assist pathologists in making real-time diagnoses
• Comprehensive in its coverage, chapters focus on early
pregnancy pathology, gestational trophoblastic disease,
multiple pregnancy, and uterine pathology, acting as a
resource for a full range of obstetric and placental disorders
• Explains the typical clinical presentation, clinical diagnostic
workup, and specific prognostic significance of each
placental lesion

www.cambridge.org/rights
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Part I. Introduction: 1. Normal development; Part II. Early Pregnancy Pathology: 2.
Early pregnancy loss with normal karyotype; 3. Early pregnancy loss with abnormal
karyotype; 4. Gestational trophoblastic disease; Part III. Maternal UteroplacentalVascular Pathology: 5. Maternal vascular/trophoblastic developmental
abnormalities; 6. Distal villous hypoplasia, focal and diffuse; 7. Maternal vascular
malperfusion; 8. Loss of maternal vascular integrity; Part IV. Fetal Stromal-Vascular
Pathology: 9. Fetal-stromal vascular developmental abnormalities; 10. Fetal
vascular malperfusion; 11. Loss of fetal vascular integrity; Part V. Inflammatory
Processes: 12. Placental infections; 13. Chronic villitis/ villitis of unknown etiology
(Vue); 14. Chronic inflammatory lesions sometimes associated with villitis of
unknown etiology (Vue); 15. Chronic histiocytic intervillositis; Part VI. Other
Pathologic Processes: 16. Placental size, shape, and umbilical cord abnormalities;
17. Perivillous fibrin deposition; 18. Atypical intraplacental hemorrhages/ thrombi;
19. Meconium effects; 20. Increased circulating fetal nucleated red blood cells; 21.
Early and late membrane/amnion rupture and amnion nodosum; 22. Metastatic
tumors; 23. Heterotopias and germ cell tumors; 24. Lysosomal storage disease,
Bartter syndrome, and mimics; Part VII. Pathology of Multiple Gestations: 25. The
pathology of monochorionic placentation; 26. Dichorionic or higher order multiple
gestations; Part VIII. Uteroplacental Pathology: 27. Abnormal placental location;
28. Morbidly adherent placenta; 29. Uterine rupture/ dehiscence; 30. Postpartum
hemorrhage; Part IX. Clinicopathologic Correlations: Placental Pathology and
Adverse Pregnancy Outcomes: 31. Spontaneous preterm delivery (premature labor,
premature rupture of membranes, vaginal bleeding, cervical insufficiency); 32. Fetal
growth restriction; 33. Fetal death; 34. Central nervous system injury; 35. Recurrent
pregnancy loss.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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Level: medical specialists/consultants, specialist medical trainees
Series: Diagnostic Pediatric Pathology

PSYCHOLOGY

TRAUMA AND POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS
DISORDER
Global Perspectives from the WHO World Mental Health Surveys

August 2018
246 x 189 mm 354pp
978-1-107-05969-6 Hardback
£84.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Provides analysis of thirty unique
trauma exposures across twentysix sites around the globe
• Sheds light on the factors
associated with the onset of
PTSD, and the psychological
consequences that follow in its
wake
• Provides psychologists and
clinicians with recommendations
from the DSM-5 and ICD-11

Edited by Evelyn J. Bromet

Karestan C. Koenen

State University of New York, Stony Brook

Harvard University, Massachusetts

Elie G. Karam

and Dan J. Stein

St George Hospital University Medical Center,
Lebanon

University of Cape Town

Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a chronic, under-detected and undertreated psychiatric consequence of trauma that is often linked to new-onset
medical and psychological conditions, impaired quality of life and long-term
disability across the globe. This book is the first systematic analysis of the rates,
risk factors, consequences and global burden of trauma and PTSD across a
variety of wealthy and underdeveloped settings. An analysis of a global survey
conducted by the World Health Organization and featuring findings from
over 70,000 participants around the world, this text demonstrates a unique
perspective on the prevalence of exposure to trauma and PTSD and the impact
it has on population health. The findings inside this text underscore the urgent
need for policymakers and healthcare providers to prioritize interventions
aimed at reducing the burden of trauma, PTSD and its consequences.

CONTENTS
Part I. Introduction: 1. The global epidemiology of trauma exposure and PTSD; 2. Methods of the
world mental health surveys; Part II. Epidemiology of Trauma Exposure: 3. Cross-national prevalence,
distributions and clusters of trauma exposure; 4. Childhood adversities and preexisting psychopathology as
predictors of trauma; Part III. Epidemiology of PTSD: 5. Population prevalence of PTSD; 6. The associations
of PTSD with secondary mental and physical health disorders; 7. The impairments associated with PTSD;
8. Patterns of treatment and barriers to care in PTSD; Part IV. Factors Influencing the Onset and Course
of PTSD: 9. The effects of trauma type, timing, accumulation and sequencing; 10. The effects of childhood
adversities; 11. The effects of prior psychopathology; 12. Sexual assault among women; 13. Motor vehicle
collisions; 14. The unexpected death of a loved one; 15. Natural and human-made disasters; 16. Patterns
and predictors of the course of PTSD; Part V. Dissecting the Clinical Picture: 17. DSM-5 and ICD-11
definitions of PTSD: investigating ‘narrow’ and ‘broad approaches; 18. The role of Criterion A2 in the DSMIV Diagnosis of post-traumatic stress disorder; 19. Threshold versus subthreshold PTSD; 20. Dissociative
versus non-dissociative PTSD; 21. Simple versus complex PTSD; Part VI. Conclusions and Future Directions:
22. Data mining to predict PTSD onset in the wake of trauma exposure; 23. The population burden of PTSD;
24. Conclusions and future directions.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants, specialist medical trainees
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PSYCHOLOGY

BACK TO LIFE, BACK TO NORMALITY 2
CBT Informed Recovery for Families with Relatives with
Schizophrenia and Other Psychoses

Edited by Douglas Turkington
Institute of Neuroscience, Newcastle University

and Helen Spencer
Northumberland, Tyne and Wear NHS Foundation Trust

November 2018
234 x 156 mm 130pp
978-1-107-56483-1 Paperback
c. £14.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Proposes CBT strategies which
are easy to understand and
implement within the home
environment
• Takes a recovery focused
perspective to improve hope and
optimism in family care
• Illustrates techniques for the
most intractable and resistant
symptoms which most impair
social functioning and are usually
unresponsive to medication.
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What do I do when my son or daughter appears to be hallucinating, paranoid
or has stopped looking after themselves? Written for family members and
friends of those who suffer from schizophrenia and other psychoses, Back
to Life, Back to Normality 2 describes the typical symptoms and problems
of those suffering from psychotic disorders and discusses how a relative can
best listen, interact and communicate their support. Research conducted
by authors Professor Douglas Turkington and Helen Spencer has shown that
individuals without psychiatric training and qualifications can easily learn
and safely use some basic cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) techniques to
help communicate effectively and provide support to their loved one suffering
from psychosis. These techniques are described and illustrated with examples
throughout this book, to allow carers to learn how to provide the best possible
support and help facilitate a recovery for those suffering.

CONTENTS
1. What is psychosis? What is schizophrenia?; 2. Psychosis usually has a natural tendency towards
recovery; 3. Positive aspects of psychosis: enhanced spirituality and creativity; 4. When can psychosis
escalate and will medicines help?; 5. Making sense of psychosis; 6. What if the psychosis was linked to
trauma?; 7. The 5 pillars of caring for psychosis; 8. Effective coping: carer and service user self-care; 9.
Caring about delusions and other new beliefs; 10. Hearing voices, being paranoid and depressed: my
recovery with CBT; 11. Dealing with visions; 12. Compassion focused approaches for clients, family and
health care providers; 13. Improving self-care, attention, motivation and social functioning; 14. Where can
we learn more?

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: general readers, specialist medical trainees
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PSYCHOLOGY
January 2019
234 x 156 mm 224pp
5 b/w illus. 5 tables
978-1-107-53599-2 Paperback
c. £39.99

THE DEMENTIA MANIFESTO
Putting Values-Based Practice to Work

Julian C. Hughes
Institute for Ageing and Health, Newcastle

and Toby Williamson
Toby Williamson Consultancy
This book represents a new turn in approaching dementia. It is a manifesto
which sets out important principles about the nature of dementia both
as a disease and as a disability and explores how a values-based, personcentred and rights-based approach can be applied to every aspect of the
experience of dementia. Using vignettes, the book covers a variety of issues
such as diagnosis, treatment, care, social attitudes, research, public policy
and funding. It reflects the considerations of the patient and their carers as
well as the perspectives of healthcare professionals, researchers and policy
makers. The Dementia Manifesto promotes the concepts of ‘values’ and
disability rights, as well as the growing focus on creating an environment for
people to live well with their condition. It will appeal to a range of clinicians,
practitioners, academics and students from a variety of specialties.

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Brings the light of values-based
practice to bear on dementia and
dementia care
• Readers will see that dementia is
not just a clinical condition but
one that needs a broader view
to incorporate ethical, social and
political views surrounding it

CONTENTS
1. Manifestos, dementia and values-based practice; 2. Enhancing values-based practice and developing
a dementia manifesto; 3. The Dementia Manifesto; 4. Rights and values are everywhere in dementia!;
5. Reasoning about values; 6. Relationships – values and person-centred care; 7. Working together; 8.
Scientifically speaking; 9. The science-driven principle and dementia; 10. The squeaky wheel principle; 11.
Communication, end of life, and values; 12. Partnerships in decision-making.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants, specialist medical trainees
Series: Values-Based Practice

• Uses vignettes to highlight the
multifarious issues that can arise
in connection with dementia
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PSYCHOLOGY

ALEXITHYMIA
Advances in Research, Theory, and Clinical Practice

Edited by Olivier Luminet
Université Catholique de Louvain, Belgium

R. Michael Bagby
University of Toronto

and Graeme J. Taylor
University of Toronto

September 2018
246 x 189 mm 352pp
2 b/w illus. 10 tables
978-1-108-41664-1 Hardback
£59.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Discusses the state of the art
alexithymia research – there has
not been a comprehensive book
on the topic for more than twenty
years
• Demonstrates the relationship
between alexithymia and
various medical and psychiatric
disorders, and offers therapeutic
interventions for reducing this
personality trait
• The book will help to develop
more integrative research and
interventions in the future
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Alexithymia is a personality trait characterised by difficulty identifying and
describing subjective emotional feelings, a restricted imagination, and an
externally oriented style of thinking. Individuals with high levels of this trait
are at risk of developing several common psychiatric disorders. The concept
of alexithymia has evolved considerably over the past twenty years, and
this important new work responds to the need for a definitive book on the
subject. The research, theory and clinical issues surrounding alexithymia are
discussed in depth, examining the psychological, biological and social aspects
of the construct and their related outcomes. Featuring contributions from
researchers and clinicians in the field of emotion processing and regulation,
chapters include methods for assessing and reducing alexithymia, and
research findings from diverse fields of scientific enquiry including genetics,
neuroimaging studies, emotion regulation, attachment and trauma research,
and comorbidities with a number of psychiatric and medical disorders.

CONTENTS
List of contributors; Foreword; Preface; Acknowledgements; Part I. History, Assessment, and Cultural
Shaping of Alexithymia: 1. History of alexithymia: the contributions of psychoanalysis; 2. Assessment
of the alexithymia construct; 3. The cultural shaping of alexithymia; Part II. Emotion and Cognitive
Processing: 4. Emotion knowledge and emotion regulation in alexithymia; 5. Memory and executive
functions in alexithymia; 6. Language processing in alexithymia; Part III. Clinical Issues and Somatic
and Psychiatric Pathology: 7. Alexithymia and physical illness; 8. Attachment, trauma, and alexithymia;
9. Relations between alexithymia and depressive and anxiety disorders and personality; 10. Alexithymia
and maladaptive regulatory behaviors in substance use disorders and eating disorders; 11. Social and
interpersonal implications of alexithymia; 12. Therapeutic issues; Part IV. Biological Considerations:
13. Neuroimaging studies of alexithymia; 14. Electrophysiology of alexithymia; 15. Genetic factors and
endocrine and immune system functioning associated with alexithymia; 16. Processing emotions in
alexithymia: a systematic review of physiological markers; 17. Alexithymia and body awareness; 18.
Conclusions and future directions; Index.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants, academic researchers
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PSYCHOLOGY
January 2019
234 x 156 mm 304pp
978-1-108-41059-5 Paperback
£39.99

AUTISM AND PERVASIVE
DEVELOPMENTAL DISORDERS
Third edition

Edited by Fred Volkmar
Yale University School of Medicine, Connecticut and Yale-New Haven Hospital
Interest in autism and related disorders has exploded. Established as
an essential book on this complex syndrome, the new edition has been
extensively revised to reflect significant advances in research. Featuring
contributions from leading international authorities in the clinical and social
sciences, the book covers recent progress in our understanding of the field and
offers a perspective on the present state of the discipline. With new material
on topics such as evidence-based treatment and practice, the book covers
changes in diagnosis resulting from publication of DSM-V, and developments
in how autism is understood, including the removal of language delay as
a necessary diagnostic criterion. Far-reaching, the book considers aspects
from epidemiology, genetics, and neurobiology, to core symptoms, early
interventions, and pharmacology. One section critically surveys the history of
autism as a diagnostic concept, and issues such as an ageing population and
the impact of research on national policy are considered.

CONTENTS

WHY IT WILL SELL

1. Diagnosis and definition of autism and other pervasive developmental disorders; 2.
Epidemiological surveys of pervasive developmental disorders; 3. Psychological factors in autism;
4. Communication and its development in autism spectrum disorders; 5. Genetic epidemiology of
autism spectrum disorders; 6. The neurobiology of autism; 7. Psychopharmacology; 8. Behavioral
and educational interventions; 9. Translating research into social policy; 10. Adult life for people
with autism spectrum disorder.

• Extensively revised to reflect current
knowledge, with new sections on
social policy and additional authors
discussing psychological development,
psychopharmacology, and educational
interventions

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

• Reflects current knowledge in an
accessible manner, with contributions
from leading authorities in the clinical
and social sciences, making the
book essential for both professionals
and students in the wide range of
disciplines now interested in autism

Level: medical specialists/consultants, professionals

• The diverse clinical picture of autism
is considered, and the book analyses
a range of aspects, including genetics,
neurobiology, epidemiology, core
symptoms, early interventions and
pharmacology
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PSYCHOLOGY

BIPOLAR II DISORDER
Modelling, Measuring and Managing
Third edition

Edited by Gordon Parker
University of New South Wales, Sydney

November 2018
234 x 156 mm 320pp
978-1-108-41411-1 Paperback
£46.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Covers both drug and non-drug
based management strategies
• Clinically-weighted for clinicians
but also informative for patients
and their families
• Features a diverse and
opinionated debate from subject
experts as to the management
and treatment of bipolar II

The lifetime risk of developing bipolar II disorder is 5-7%, yet the condition
is often poorly detected. Mood elevation states are less extreme than in
bipolar I disorder although the depressive episodes are usually severe. When
correctly treated, the outcome is positive, but bipolar II is often poorly
managed, resulting in a high suicide rate. This is the only academic and
clinical management review focused entirely on bipolar II, scrutinizing history,
epidemiology, burden and neurobiology and including an extensive clinical
debate by international experts about effective management strategies. Now in
its third edition, this book features new chapters on the limitations to clinical
treatment trials and perinatal management nuances. In a completely new
section, international experts offer their personal responses and distinctive
wisdom to key management issues and allow the reader to observe a variety of
opinions.

CONTENTS
Part I. Domain Chapters: 1. Mapping the terrain of bipolar II disorder; 2. Bipolar disorder in historical
perspective; 3. The bipolar spectrum; 4. Defining and measuring bipolar II disorder as a categorical
condition; 5. Bipolar II disorder in context: a review of its epidemiology, disability and economic burden; 6.
Comorbid conditions associated with bipolar II disorder; 7. Personality and temperament styles associated
with bipolar II disorder; 8. Differentiating bipolar II disorder from personality-based dysregulation disorders;
9. The neurobiology of bipolar II disorder; 10. Methodological nuances in undertaking and interpreting
efficacy studies of medications for bipolar II disorder; 11. The role of antidepressants in managing bipolar
II disorder; 12. Mood stabilizers in the treatment of bipolar II disorder; 13. The use of antipsychotic drugs
in bipolar II disorder; 14. Perinatal nuances in managing bipolar II disorder; 15. Psychological interventions
for managing bipolar II disorder; 16. The role of wellbeing plans in managing bipolar II disorder; 17. The
trajectory of illness experienced by those with a bipolar II disorder; Part II. Management Commentaries:
18. Introduction to management commentaries; 19. Management commentary; 20. Management
commentary; 21. Management commentary; 22. Management commentary; 23. Management commentary;
24. Management commentary; 25. Management commentary; 26. Management commentary; 27.
Management commentary; 28. Management commentary; 29. Management commentary; 30.
Management commentary; 31. Management commentary; 32. Management commentary; 33.
Management commentary; 34. Management commentary; 35. Management commentary; 36.
Management commentary; Part III. Conclusion: 37. Rounding up.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants, academic researchers
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December 2018
228 x 138 mm 492pp
978-1-108-44656-3 Paperback
c. £40.00

PRESCRIBER’S GUIDE – CHILDREN AND
ADOLESCENTS
Stahl’s Essential Psychopharmacology
Volume 1

Stephen M. Stahl
University of California, San Diego
Child and adolescent psychopharmacology is a rapidly growing field with
psychotropic medications used widely in the treatment of this patient group.
However, psychopharmacological treatment guidelines used for adults cannot
simply be applied for children or adolescents, thus presenting clinicians and
nurse practitioners with assessment and prescribing challenges. Based on the
best-selling resource Stahl’s Prescriber’s Guide, this new book provides a userfriendly step-by-step manual on the range of psychotropic drugs prescribed
for children and adolescents by clinicians and nurse practitioners. Reviewed
by expert child and adolescent psychiatrists, the medications are presented
in the same design format in order to facilitate rapid access to information.
Each drug is broken down into a number of sections, each designated by a
unique color background thereby clearly distinguishing information presented
on therapeutics, safety and tolerability, dosing and use, what to expect,
special populations, and the art of psychopharmacology, and followed by key
references.

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Provides the most complete
and up-to-date summary of the
practical use of psychotropic drugs
in children and adolescents
• Presented in a templated format,
fully indexed and cross-referenced
for ease of navigation
• Reviewed by experts in the field
and written with the authority
of evidence and the guidance of
clinical wisdom
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CONTENTS
Introduction; List of icons; 1. Amphetamine (d); 2. Amphetamine (d,l); 3. Aripiprazole; 4. Asenapine;
5. Atomoxetine; 6. Bupropion; 7. Chlorpromazine; 8. Citalopram; 9. Clomipramine; 10. Clonidine; 11.
Clozapine; 12. Duloxetine; 13. Escitalopram; 14. Fluoxetine; 15. Fluphenazine; 16. Fluvoxamine; 17.
Guanfacine; 18. Haloperidol; 19. Lisdexamfetamine; 20. Lithium; 21. Lurasidone; 22. Methylphenidate (d);
23. Methylphenidate (d,l); 24. Olanzapine; 25. Paliperidone; 26. Paroxetine; 27. Pimozide; 28. Quetiapine;
29. Risperidone; 30. Sertraline; 31. Trazodone; 32. Valproate; 33. Venlafaxine; Index by drug name; Index by
use; Index by class; Abbreviations.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants, professionals
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PSYCHOLOGY

PRIMARY CARE MENTAL HEALTH
Second edition

September 2018
234 x 156 mm 464pp
19 b/w illus. 38 tables
978-1-911623-02-1 Paperback
£39.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Offers a multidisciplinary
approach for the field, ensuring
broad-based understanding
and reflective practice
• Provides a patient-orientated
perspective, considering
what it feels like to navigate
services, and wide-ranging
clinical guidance for common
scenarios
• Critically analyses key policy
areas in the field, relevant for
designing and implementing
evidence-based primary care
mental health services

Edited by Linda Gask

Robert Peveler

University of Manchester

University of Southampton

Tony Kendrick

and Carolyn A. Chew-Graham

University of Southampton

Keele University

Around ninety per cent of all patients with mental health problems are
managed solely in primary care, including thirty-fifty per cent of all those
with serious mental illness. Primary care plays an increasingly essential role
in developing and delivering mental health services, and in the wellbeing of
communities. In this book, internationally respected authors provide both a
conceptual background and practical advice for primary care clinicians and
specialist mental health professionals liaising with primary care. Clinical,
policy and professional issues, such as working effectively at the interface
between services, are addressed, with a key focus on patient and service user
experience. Following the highly successful first edition, which was awarded
first prize at the BMA Medical Book Awards in the category of Primary Health
Care, this fully updated volume includes new chapters on mental health and
long-term physical conditions, prison populations, improving access to care
and public mental health.

CONTENTS
Part I. Conceptual Basis and Overarching Themes: 1. What is primary care mental health?; 2. The
epidemiology of mental illness; 3. A sociological view of mental health and illness; 4. The patient and
service user perspective; 5. Primary care mental health in low- and middle-income countries; 6. Diagnosis
and classification of mental illness: a view from primary care; Part II. Clinical Issues: 7. Depression; 8.
Suicide prevention: identification, intervention and mitigation of risk; 9. Anxiety; 10. Medically unexplained
symptoms; 11. Mental health problems in older people; 12. Mental health and long-term physical
conditions; 13. Perinatal mental health; 14. Common child and adolescent mental health problems; 15.
Psychosis; 16. Emergencies in primary care; 17. Drug use disorders; 18. Management of alcohol problems;
19. Eating disorders; 20. Physical health of people with mental illness; 21. Ethnic minorities; 22. Asylum
seekers and refugees; 23. Sexual problems; 24. Mental health in offenders and prison populations; Part
III. Policy and Practice: 25. Public mental health; 26. The role of the primary care team; 27. Improving
access to care; 28. Collaborative care and stepped care: effective strategies for managing common mental
disorders; 29. Psychological therapies; Part IV. Reflective Practice: 30. Teaching and learning about mental
health, 31. Mental health research in primary care; 32. Individual treatment decisions: guidelines and
clinical judgement; 33. General practitioners and mental health.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants, primary care physicians/GPs
Series: Royal College of Psychiatrists
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JUSTICE FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
A Developmental Perspective

Edited by Mike Shaw
Tavistock Clinic, London

and Sue Bailey
Academy of Medical Royal Colleges, London

September 2018
234 x 156 mm 192pp 8 b/w illus.
978-1-108-45769-9 Paperback
£29.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Stimulates interdisciplinary
interest and debate from leading
practitioners and scholars of
philosophy, social science, law,
and public health
• Contains short, concise chapters,
focussing on important questions,
solvable problems and solutions,
for practitioners in contact with
child and adolescent psychiatry
• The book is written from the
perspective of child development
and under the headings of
fairness, protection and autonomy,
for clear, structured understanding
at all levels
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Children come into the world completely helpless, and require wellfunctioning families and schools to meet their needs, protect their interests
and nurture their potential. This book argues that healthy child-development
depends on values, ideas and structures that promote justice for children and
families; in particular, checks and balances that favour:
• Fairness: allowing fair distribution of resources, so that every child and family
have the best possible chance to reach their potential.
• Protection: resources for families, neighbourhoods and schools to help
protect and encourage their children, alongside the means to intervene,
should this protection fail.
• Autonomy: encouraging children’s voice and participation in decisionmaking at a level commensurate with their maturity.
Authored by leading experts in the field, the book is comprised of short, highly
readable chapters with an interdisciplinary appeal, for practitioners of social
science, law, social work, psychology, paediatrics, psychotherapy, psychiatry
and public health alike.

CONTENTS
List of contributors; Foreword; Part I. Overview: 1. A developmental perspective on justice; 2. Foundations
of family law; Part II. Fairness: 3. The social determinants of child health; 4. Philosophical ethics and
children; 5. Child poverty, well-being and social justice; 6. Children and relational citizenship: a history; 7.
The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child; Part III. Protection: 8. Birth mothers returning
to court: can a developmental trauma lens inform practice with women at risk of repeat removal of infants
and children; 9. The Family Drug and Alcohol Court: a problem-solving approach to family justice; 10. Why
video interaction guidance in the family drug and alcohol court?; 11. A life course approach to promoting
healthy behavior; 12. Female genital mutilation; 13. Litigation for failure to remove; Part IV. Autonomy:
14. Towards a theory for the development of autonomy; 15. Child sexual exploitation and consent to sexual
activity: a developmental and context driven approach; 16. Treatment without consent; 17. Autonomy and
decision making in children and adolescents with gender dysphoria; 18. Criminal responsibility; Part V.
Synthesis and Response: 19. How reading this book can contribute to public health strategies for children
and families; 20. Looking three ways: reflections on a developmental perspective on justice; Index.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants, specialist medical trainees
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OBSESSIVE COMPULSIVE DISORDER
All You Want to Know about OCD for People Living with OCD,
Carers, and Clinicians

Lynne M. Drummond
South West London and St George’s Mental Health NHS Trust

Assisted by Laura J. Edwards

August 2018
186 x 123 mm 154pp
4 b/w illus. 8 tables
978-1-911623-75-5 Paperback
£24.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• An accessible, jargon-free guide to
encourage deeper understanding
of OCD and its management,
written for those living with OCD
as well as carers, families and
health professionals
• Combines a thorough overview
of evidence-based approaches
to OCD with personal stories of
people living with and managing
these conditions

Obsessive compulsive disorder affects between 1 and 3 per cent of the
population. Ranging from relatively mild symptoms to being a profoundly
disabling disorder, it is a condition that is amenable to modern treatments.
This book examines the evidence for and potential role of a range of treatment
methods, from CBT to pharmacological approaches. It asks what an individual
can do to help themselves, and how friends and relatives can assist in the
recovery process. Although firmly based in clinical research, it is written in
a jargon-free and accessible style to help provide deep understanding of
the disorder. Personal narratives and case studies of people living with OCD
feature to illustrate points, and the book considers emerging research and the
future of approaches to OCD. Built upon decades of experience, this guide
will inform and support adults and young people living with OCD, as well as
carers, families and health professionals.

CONTENTS
1. So what is OCD and is it really a problem?; 2. Who gets OCD and how would anyone know if they had
it?; 3. Types and presentation of OCD; 4. Drug treatment; 5. Exposure and response prevention (ERP) for
OCD; 6. Children and adolescents with OCD; 7. Old treatments, modern developments, new research and
potential treatments for the future; 8. Other conditions which appear similar to OCD; 9. What can family
and carers do to help a person with OCD?; 10. What can the person with OCD do to help themselves?

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants, specialist medical trainees
Series: Royal College of Psychiatrists

• Written by an expert with more
than thirty years of experience,
ranging from clinical practice
to working with charities and
self-help organisations to advising
media output on OCD
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NIDOTHERAPY
Harmonising the Environment with the Patient
Second edition

Peter Tyrer
Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine, London

and Helen Tyrer
Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine, London

December 2018
234 x 152 mm 128pp
7 b/w illus. 7 tables
978-1-911623-05-2 Paperback
£17.99

We all think about the environment when treating mental illness, but we
regard it as secondary to helping symptoms and behaviour. Nidotherapy is
the collaborative and systematic process of changing the physical, social
and personal environment for people who have failed to respond fully to
conventional treatments. It can be given by therapists unqualified in other
specific treatment interventions and is highly cost effective, and so offers
great advantages in health services constrained by cost pressures. This new
edition has been fully revised, and includes new chapters on the principles of
nidotherapy, the evidence for its effectiveness, its use in intellectual disability
and those of limited mental capacity, the skills needed for nidotherapy, the
economic benefits and common misconceptions. This comprehensive guide
shows how nidotherapy can be used across the range of mental disorders and
gives evidence for its value.

CONTENTS

WHY IT WILL SELL
• The only available book on the subject, this is a
vital guide to the subject of nidotherapy
• Presents an excellent example of integrated health
and social care – there is excellent evidence that
nidotherapy saves money for health services

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

• Both a treatment and a set of principles,
nidotherapy can be used in practice and as a
general principle

Level: medical specialists/consultants, specialist medical trainees

NEW TO THIS EDITION
• The book has been completely rewritten with extra
chapters on the principles of nidotherapy, the
evidence for its effectiveness, its use in intellectual
disability and those of limited mental capacity,
the skills needed for nidotherapy, the economic
benefits and common misconceptions.
• Describes two randomised trials in detail as
supporting evidence for efficacy
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1. The general philosophical principles of nidotherapy; 2. Assessing the patient for
nidotherapy; 3. The four phases of nidotherapy; 4. Methods of delivering treatment; 5.
Nidotherapy for people with intellectual disability and dementia; 6. How to develop skills
in nidotherapy; 7. What are the qualities of a good nidotherapist?; 8. Nidotherapy, physical
and occupational health and social care; 9. Research evidence; 10. Economic benefits of
nidotherapy; 11. Common misconceptions about nidotherapy.
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PRESCRIBER’S GUIDE: ANTIPSYCHOTICS
Stahl’s Essential Psychopharmacology
Sixth edition

Stephen M. Stahl
University of California, San Diego

Assisted by Meghan M. Grady
Illustrated by Nancy Muntner

August 2018
228 x 138 mm 264pp
978-1-108-46297-6 Paperback
£28.99

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Provides the most complete
and up-to-date summary of the
practical use of antipsychotics
• This book is presented in a
templated format, fully indexed
and cross-referenced for ease of
navigation
• Icons appear next to key
categories for each drug so that
the prescriber can go easily and
instantly to the information
needed

This spin-off from Stephen M. Stahl’s new, completely revised, and fully
updated sixth edition of the Prescriber’s Guide covers the most important
drugs in use today for treating patients suffering from psychotic illness.
Now established as the indispensable formulary in psychopharmacology,
easy to navigate and easy to use, the Prescriber’s Guide combines evidencebased information with clinically informed guidance to support clinicians in
making the most effective prescribing decisions for the good of their patients.
Incorporating information on the newest indications, new formulations, new
recommendations and new safety data, this edition continues to provide
the essential practical support required by anyone prescribing in the field of
mental health.

CONTENTS
Introduction; List of icons; 1. Amisulpride; 2. Aripiprazole; 3. Asenapine; 4. Blonanserin; 5. Brexpiprazole;
6. Cariprazine; 7. Chlorpromazine; 8. Clozapine; 9. Cyamemazine; 10. Flupenthixol; 11. Fluphenazine;
12. Haloperidol; 13. Iloperidone; 14. Loxapine; 15. Lurasidone; 16. Mesoridazine; 17. Molindone; 18.
Olanzapine; 19. Paliperidone; 20. Perospirone; 21. Perphenazine; 22. Pimavanserin; 23. Pimozide;
24. Pipothiazine; 25. Quetiapine; 26. Risperidone; 27. Sertindole; 28. Sulpiride; 29. Thioridazine; 30.
Thiothixene; 31. Trifluoperazine; 32. Ziprasidone; 33. Zotepine; 34. Zuclopenthixol; Index by drug name;
Index by use; Abbreviations.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants, specialist medical trainees

• Written with the authority of
evidence and the guidance of
clinical wisdom
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December 2018
234 x 156 mm 272pp
7 b/w illus. 15 tables
978-1-108-46506-9 Paperback
c. £35.00

SEMINARS IN THE PSYCHIATRY OF
INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY
Third edition

Edited by Mark Scheepers
2gether NHS Trust

and Mike Kerr
Cardiff University
Now in its third edition, this high-quality, informative textbook presents
intellectual disability and psychiatric presentation through the ages, to present
a clear focus on issues relevant to psychiatric aspects for children and adults,
at different stages of life. An ideal text for all psychiatrists, in training and
in practice, this up-to-date, comprehensive guide to the understanding of
intellectual disability features links to specific psychiatric competencies, vital
for those undergoing training. Covering the breadth of psychological, service
and biological factors affecting people with intellectual disability, this edition
includes updates on a wide range of issues: from psychiatric diagnosis and
management, through genetic causation, behaviour, health issues, mortality to
delivery of services (historic and current). Key for multiple professional groups,
and authored by leading specialists, this text provides the definitive collection
of cutting-edge research on the psychiatry of intellectual disability.

CONTENTS

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Provides current links to specific psychiatric training competencies,
essential for psychiatrists in training
• Intellectual disability and psychiatric presentation are considered
throughout the lifetime to present a clear focus on issues relevant
to psychiatric aspects for children, adults and in later life
• The third edition addresses much change in the scope of intellectual
disability and the knowledge role of psychiatry

NEW TO THIS EDITION
• Focuses on novel scientific and practice elements
• Linked to competencies of psychiatrists with a view to all working
in field
• Offers updated information on causation diagnosis and treatment
of psychiatric illness and comorbidities such as epilepsy and
challenging behaviour
• Contains new chapters on physical health, service delivery and
mortality

Part I. Understanding Intellectual Disability: 1. Epidemiology
of intellectual disability; 2. Genetics of intellectual disability; 3.
Behavioural phenotypes; 4. Communication in people with intellectual
disability; Part II. Comorbidity: 5. Autism; 6. Epilepsy and intellectual
disability; 7. Complex physical health issues in people with intellectual
disability; 8. Mortality in people with intellectual disability; Part III.
Psychiatric and Behavioural Disorders: 9. Children with intellectual
disabilities and psychiatric problems; 10. Adults with intellectual
disabilities and psychiatric disorders; 11. Management of dementia
in intellectual disability; 12. Forensic psychiatry and intellectual
disability; 13. Psychotherapy in people with intellectual disabilities;
14. Psychological treatment of common behavioural disorders; 15.
Challenging behaviour and the use of pharmacological interventions;
Part IV. Delivering High Quality Care: 16. History of services for
people with disorders of intellectual development; 17. Inpatient care
in intellectual disabilities; 18. Legal provisions and restrictive practices;
19. Leadership and management; 20. Clinical research in intellectual
disabilities: ethical and methodological challenges; 21. Training in
intellectual disability psychiatry.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants, specialist medical trainees
Series: College Seminars Series
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